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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to determine whether

intensity of the conditioned stimulus (CS) in classical

conditioning exerts its effect on associative processes

("learning") or on nonassociative processes ("performance").

An attempt was made to answer this question by using a fac-

torial design in which two major experimental groups were

trained under either high or low CS intensity conditions.

Halfway through training (after five trials) one half of

each major group was shifted to the opposite CS intensity

condition and training was continued. In order to assess

~he effects resulting from the shift itself, four control

groups, each group trained under CS intensity conditions

comparable to those of each of the experimental groups,

were given pseudoconditioning trials on which the CS and

unconditioned stimulus (US) were not paired.

A delayed conditioning situation was used in which the

CS was the onset of light, the US was an electrical shock,

the conditioned response (CR) was a suppression of respiratory

activity, the CS-US interval was four seconds, and the inter-

trial interval was variable ,"'i th a mean of four minutes. A

total of 127 fish (Cyprinus carpio) were tested, there having

been approximately 20 fish in each experimental subgroup

and 12 fish in each control subgroup. In order to maintain

the regularity of respiratory activity, fish were trained

in a constant direct current electric field at an intensity

2
of 0.07 ma./cm. and in an anodic orientation.
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The results of this study indicated a reliable CS in

tensity effect during conditioning: fish trained at a high

CS intensity performed at a higher level than fish trained

at a low CS intensity. Substantial effects resulting from

the CS intensity shift itself were found and were partially

removed from the experimental group data by an adjustment

procedure involving the subtraction of control group scores.

These shift effects were interpreted as consisting mainly of

unconditioned-response-to-light effects. contrast effects,

and generalization effects. After taking into considera

tion the shift effects thought to remain in the final

experimental group data. the following conclusions were

made.

In the classical conditioning of carp. and under the

conditiomimposed by this study, (a) there was evidence

that CS intensity exerted an effect mainly on associative

processes. and (b) there was inconclusive evidence with

respect to the question of whether CS intensity exerted

any effect on nonassociative processes (other than shift

effects), although there was evidence suggesting that if

there were nonassociative effects they must have been quite

small as compared to associative effects.

Some secondary findings of a tentative nature con

cerning electric field effects on fish were also discussed.
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CHAPTER I

THE CS INTENSITY EFFECT

In Pavlov's (1927) studies of the conditioned sali

vary responses of dogs are to be found the first systematic

investigations of the effect of conditioned stimulus (CS)

intensity during the elaboration of a conditioned response

(CR). Pavlov reported that increases in CS intensity

generally led to better conditioning, except that at ex

tremely intense levels (i.e •• levels surpassing the "top

capability" or cortical cells) CR strength diminished as

a result of an inhibitory effect caused by such high

levels of stimulation. Since Pavlov's studies, Russian

investigators have continued to report essentially the same

effect. Razran (1957), in his summary of over three-hundred

Russian studies of salivary conditioning in dogs and ten

studies of salivary conditioning in humans, has indicated

that there is considerable agreement that the effect of

CS intensity on CR magnitude is essentially as Pavlov

reported.

American animal studies of classical conditioning have

generally confirmed the Russian reports (e.g., Hull, 1949;

Kessen, 1953; Perkins. 1953; Bragie1 & Perkins, 1954;

Johnsgard, 1957; Yarczower & Bitterman. 1965) although

early American human studies of classical conditioning had

often been unable to demonstrate reliable CS intensity effects

(Carter, 1941; Hovland, 1937; Grant & Schneider, 1948 & 1949).

Recent American studies of human eyelid and GSR conditioning,
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however, seem to have overcome some of the difficulties

of the earlier studies and have been able to demonstrate

reliable CS intensity effects (Champion, 1962; Beck, 1963;

Grice & Hunter, 1964). Grey (1965), in an exhaustive review

of studies pertinent to CS intensity effects in condition

ing, came to the conclusion that the CS intensity effect

could now be considered a reliable phenomenon and that

future research need no longer concern itself with the

question of whether CS intensity effects oocur in condit~on

ing.

There appears to be suCficient evidence to warrant

the conclusion that CS intensity does indeed affect the

course of classical conditioning both in lower animals and

in humans and that, at least within an intermediate range

of intensities, the greater the CS intensity, the better

the perCormance oC the conditioned response during acqui

sition.

Given that CS intensity is a relevant variable in

classical conditioning, two questions are immediately

raised: (1) Does CS intensity exert its effect directly on

associative processes ("learning"), on nonassociative

processes ("performance"), or on both? (2) What property

of the stimulus situation is most critical for the CS

intensity efCect? The Cormer, the main subject of this

dissertation, is the older problem, 'but is one which has not

been satisCactorily solved (Champion, 1962). The latter is

a problem which has recently received renewed interest
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(e.g., Grice & Hunter, 1964).

Stimulus Properties Critical to

the OS Intensity E~fect

Hull, in his 1952 theory, expressed the notion that

the OS intensity effect was dependent upon the absolute

intensity of the CS; his term for this property of the

stimulus was "stimulus intensity dynamism (V)". Perkins

(1953) and Logan (1954) have both argued that such a dyna

mism concept was superfluous in Hull's system and that CS

intensity effects could be deduced from Hull's concepts o~

excitatory and inhibitory gradients. This notion (which

will be re~erred to as the "Perkins-Logan hypothesis") con

tends that the important property of the stimulus situation

is the contrast between the intensity of the OS and the in

tensity of the background stimuli. According to Hu11ian

theory, reinforcement of the CS would create a gradient o~

excitation along the intensity continuum centering about the

OS intensity, while non-reinforcement of the background

stimuli (whatever they might be) would yield a gradient of

inhibition centering around their level since responding

when the OS was not present would not be reinforced. For

different CS intensities, calculation of the net excitatory

potential would show that the most intense CS would have

the greatest net excitatory potential and, therefore, would

yield the highest level of performance.

The implication of the Perkins-Logan hypothesis that
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the critical OS property is not its absolute intensity but

its relative intensity accounts for the observations of

Schl~artz (1958) and Hansche & Grant (1960) that stimulus

offset is just as effective a OS as stimulus onset, and that

a black stimulus is a more effective OS than a white stimu

lus when both are presented against a light background

(Bragiel & Perkins, 1954). Kamin (1965), however, working

with conditioned emotional responses in rats, has demon

strated that stimulus onset and offset are only equally

effective ess at high intensity levels and that at low in

tensity levels stimulus onset is a more effective stimulus.

Such a finding supports the notion that there may be at

least some effect or absolute intensity, although probably

not as much as Hull (1952) postulated.

Grice & Hunter (1964), however, have found that the

~erkins-Logan hypothesis can not be applied to the case

in which different OS intensities are presented to the

same subject; as an alternative, they have invoked Helson's

(1959) concept of "adaptation level" (A.L).. It is contended

that the important property of the stimulus situation is

neither the absolute intensity of the stimulus nor the

relative intensity of thestimulus with respect to the

background level, but the relative intensity of the stimulus

with respect to the AL of the subject. It is assumed that

there is some kind of integrating system within the organ

ism which integrates all incoming information arising from

various stimuli (including previous presentation of the OS)
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and which establishes a kind of reference level (AL) to

which all incoming information is compared. The difference

between the new information (e.g., the intensity of the CS)

and the reference level (the AL resulting from the various

stimuli in the situation) is assumed to determine the effec-

tiveness of the CS. Such a notion effectively handles the

Grice & Hunter (1964) human eyelid conditioning data. Their

data indicate that when CSs of two different intensities

are presented to the same subject (a Within-~s design), the

CS intensity effect is considerably exaggerated as compared

to that resulting from the situation in which each CS in-

tensity is independently evaluated by using a separate group

for each level of intensity (a Between-2s design). The

Perkins-Logan hypothesis does not predict such a finding.

The argument for the preceding statement is one

originally presented by Grice & Hunter (1964); assuming

that the habit strengths for each CS are equal (following

training sufficie"nt to reach asymptotic levels of performance),

the addition of a weaker CS during training (the Within-Ss...
situation) should result in a higher excitatory component

generalized to the background stimuli. Since ~s come not

to respond to the background stimuli, it follows that the

inhibitory component at the background level must at 1ea~t

be as great as the excitatory component in order for the net

response strength to be zero. Since the generalized excita-

tory component at the background level should be higher in

the Within-2s situation, the inhibitory component must be
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oorresponding1y higher and the inhibition generalized to

the strong CS must likewise be greater. For the strong CS

the net result of the inoreased inhibitory oomponent would

be a smaller absolute response strength for the Within-2s

situation as oompared to the Between-2s situation.

Unfortunately Grioe & Hunter's notions have not yet
~

been tested suffioiently with either animals or humans, so

it must be oonoluded that the question oonoerning the speoi

fio property of the stimulus situation oritioa1 to the CS

intensity effeotremains unsatisfactorily answered. In

view of such a state of affairs, no assumptions will be

made here in regard to this matter.

Associative versus Nonassociative Effects

As already indicated, the question concerning whether

OS intensity exerts its effect on associative processes or

on nonassociative processes has also received no satisfactory

answer. The importance of recognizing the distinction be

tween learning and performance was initially emphasized by

Tolman (1932) and has been incorporated into modern learning

theories of both cognitive and S-R varieties. Hull, the

only theorist who has taken any pains to incorporate OS

intensity into his theory in a detailed fashion, initially

(Hull, 1951) held that CS intensity (VI) exerted its effect

on habit strength (an associative effect), but later (Hull,

1952) decided that V affer-ted only reaction potential (a

nonassociative effect).

The criterion most commonly accepted for the purpose
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of distinguishing associative from nonassociative effects

derives from the definition of "learning" (the associative

process) as a relatively permanent change in behavior which

occurs ~ ~ result 2[ practice: immediate changes which occur

without practice are taken to be "performance" (nonassociative)

changes (Kimble. 1961; p. 118).

Factorial Procedure

A common approach to implementing the criterion for

distinguishing associative from nonassociative effects

with respect to CS intensity is illustrated by the factorial

procedure of Grant & Schneider (1948): a procedure which

has served as a prototype for most succeeding studies

dealing with this problem. Grant & Schneider employed a

factorial design in which different major groups of Ss-
(human) received different CS intensities during acquisition

of a conditioned eyelid response. In a later extinction

series. each major group of ~s was divided into subgroups

which separately received each CS intensity. During ex-

tinction. then. one could find groups which had been trained

at different CS intensities but tested at only one intensity;

if CS intensity affected associative processes. differences

should have remained between these groups during extinction.

One could also find groups which had all been trained at

the same CS intensity but which had been tested at different

intensities; if CS intensity exerted its effect on non-

associative processes, differences should arise between

these groups during extinction. Unfortunately. however.
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Grant & Schneider failed to find either a significant

associative or nonassociative effect. Employing the same

type of design in their 1949 study involving human GSR con-

ditioning, they again obtained the same negative results.

Walker (1960) employed a similar factorial design in
V,(

a study of CS intensity effects in human eyelid conditioning.

Being impressed with Razran's (1957) "Dominance-Contiguity"

theory, a theory which asserted that the efficacy of CR

acquisition was a function of the relative intensities

of the CS and US, Walker considered the possibility that

the negative results of previous studies might have been

due to the fact that they had employed an extinction test

in which the US was not present. Since no US was presented

during extinction, dominance-contiguity theory would predict

that CR performance would be impaired; Walker, therefore,

decided to keep the US in the extinction series by using

extremely long CS-US intervals during extinction. Under

these presumably more favorable conditions, it nevertheless

was found that CS intensity did not exert a reliable effect

during extinction, although a reliable, but small, CS inten~

sity effect was demonstrated during acquisition. Such CS

intensity effects as were demonstrated appeared to be on

nonassociative processes only.

American studies using animals to investigate the effects

of CS intensity have been quite rare, as compared with the

number of Russian studies concerned with this subject.

Kessen (1953) studied rats in an avoidance conditioning
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situation while manipulating CS intensity in a factorial

design similar to that of Grant & Schneider (1948). An

extinction measure indicated that CS intensity affected

nonassociative processes only. However, considering that

Kessen tested only two rats in each group, his results are

not very convincing.

The only other factorial study of CS intensity that

could be found which employed animal ~s was a study by Kamin

& Schaub (1963). This study employed a design similar to

that of Grant & Schneider (1948) and likewise used an

extinction test. The only significant effects found during

extinction were interpreted as generalization decrement

effects resulting from shifting to a different CS intensity

following training. In other words, this study failed to

demonstrate either associative or nonassoc1ative effects

during extinction, even though it did demonstrate a pronounced

CS intensity effect during acquisition. Such a finding

strongly suggests the inappropriateness of an extinction

measure. An additional difficulty in interpretation stems

from the fact that ~s in the high intensity groups had

reached a performance ceiling prior to the extinction test,

thereby making it difficult to accurately determine whether

there was in fact a difference in performance between the

groups at the end of the acquisition trials. Thus, the

results of this study allow no conclusions about the

associative-nonassociative distinction.

It is surprising that, outside of the studies of Kamin &
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Schaub and Kessen, there seem to be no other American animal

studies which have made attempts to separate the possible

associative or nonassociative effects o~ CS intensity in

classical conditioning. There appears, therefore" to be a

real need for animal studies to investigate this problem, a

problem which is of importance to the development of 1earn-

ing theories. I~ indeed there is a distinction between

"learning" and "performance", then there is a definite need

empirically to determine whether CS intensity, a variable

known to affect behavior in a conditioning situation, exerts

its effect on associative processes ("learning") or on non

associative processes ("performance"), or, possibly, on both.

Human studies have only partially and inadequately fulfilled

this need; animal studies have hardly even begun to.

Confounding Effects Inherent in the Factorial Procedure

Although at first impression the factorial procedure

might seem to be a relatively straightforward and uncompli-

cated technique for implementing the criterion adopted here

for distinguishing between associative and nonassociative

effects, the procedure is beset with difficulties arising

from the effects of the Within-Ss intensity shift which is-
a necessary part of the procedure. For the most part, past

studies have largely ignored such shift effects, although it

is difficult to understand how their results could be

accurately interpreted without first considering and assessing

such effects.

Depending on one 's particular theoretical viewpoint,
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at least six possible effects of shifting CS intensity may

be hypothesized: (1) a stimulus intensity generalization

decrement, (2) a contrast effect, (3) a change in the strength

of the original response evoked by the CS (alpha response),

(4) an orienting reflex to the change in stimulation

(Sokolov, 1960), (5) a nonassociative effect exclusive of

the preceding shift effects (stimulus dynamism), and (6) a

direct effect on associative processes. Each of these will

be discussed in turn.

(1) Shifting to a different CS intensity during train

ing might be expected to yield a decrement in response

strength (Kimble, 1961; chap. 11) since, to the degree that

intensity is changed, the post-shift CS may be considered

a different stimulus. In a factorial design in which CS

intensity is shifted either up or down according to the

particular group being tested, one might expect the gen

eralization effect to produce a decrement in response strength

regardless of the direction of intensity shift. .If there

were, for example, a stimulus intensity dynamism effect as

well, such an effect might offset some of the generalization

decrement for upward shifts and yield a net increase in

response strength having a magnitude less than that which

would be expected in the absence of a generalization

decrement effect.

(2) Shifting CS intensity might also be expected to

produce such contrast effects as Grice & Hunter (1964)

discussed in relation to the AL concept. In one of their
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experiments these investigators round that the relative

errectiveness or two stimuli differing in intensity was

approximately five times greater when occurring as a

Within-Ss effect than when occurring as a Between-Ss effect.- -
This finding wou1d lead to the expectation that, immedi-

ately following a shift in CS intensity in one of the

shifted groups, performance would be exaggerated with

respect to the non-shifted groups under the same CS inten

sity conditions and at the same stage of training. Then

as the organism adjusted its AL to include the new CS

intensity, the exaggerated effect would be expected to

subside. In a factorial procedure varying CS intensity, a

contrast effect of this sort would be expected to produce

a transient tendency toward a post-shift performance

decrement in groups shifted to a lower intensity and a

transient tendency toward a post-shift performance increment

in groups shifted to a higher intensity. Such effects

might be. expected to be combined with other shift-effects

so that the contrast effects might not be immediately

apparent.

()) Since unconditioned response (UR) strength is a

function of US intensity (Pavlov, 1927), one might expect

a CS intensity shift to produce a consequent shift in the

strength of the original unconditioned response to the

CS (CSUR). If the CSUR is similar to the CR, any shift in

the strength of the CSUR would be expected to add to the

apparent strength of the CR. Changes in the CSUR resulting
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from shifts in OS intensity in a factorial experiment

would, therefore, be expected to produce an exaggeration

of the OS intensity effects. If OSUR effects could be re

moved from the final data, one would expect the performance

of groups under high OS intensity conditions to be reduced.

For shifted groups, the CSUR effect would lead to the expec

tation that all post-shift scores of the group shifted

to a higher OS intensity would be spuriously high. The

difference between the exaggeration of CS intensity effect

resulting from OSUR effects and that resulting from contrast

effects is that contrast effects would be expec~ed to be of

a more transitory nature (lasting only while AL is changing)

while OSUR effects would be expected to last throughout

the experiment.

(4) The phenomenon referred to as the "orienting

reflex (OR)" has been investigated in considerable detail

by Sokolov (1960). It is maintained that the OR is elicited

whenever any change in stimulation occurs and, more speci

fically, whenever a stimulus changes in intensity in either

direction. If the OR manifests itself in a response similar

to the OR (a possibility which the writer's pilot studies

indicated to be quite likely in the study to be reported

here), it might be expected that part of the change in OR

performance resulting from shifting intensity in a factorial

experiment would be attributable to the OR effect. The OR

effect could either increase or decrease the CR performance

depending upon whether the OR effect was in the same or
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opposite direction as the CR effect. Assuming the possi

bility that the OR effect would be manifested by an apparent

increase in the CR, the expected effect of shifting CS

intensity in a factorial experiment would be a transient

increase (since the OR is a transient phenomenon) in

apparent CR strength regardless of whether the shift was to

a lower or higher CS intensity.

(5) Another possible result of a shift in CS intensity

might be predicted on the basis of Hull IS (1952) concept of

"s timulus intensity dynamism (V)". a nonassociative effect.

If V does in fact operate in the way Hull suggested in the

1952 version of his theory. then. neglecting for the moment

all other shift effects. immediately following the shift in

a factorial experiment, the CR performance of a group

trained at a low intensity should shift suddenly (within

one trial) up to that of an unshifted group trained from

the beginning at a high intensity. The exact opposite

should occur for a group shifted in the opposite direction.

Unfortunately, one would expect this neat picture to be

complicated by all of the previously discussed shift effects

so that such effects would have to be accounted for in

order to allow accurate interpretation of the results.

(6) Shifting CS intensity might also directly affect

the associative process (Hu11 1s "habit strength" in his 1951

system). If this were the case, an increase in CS intensity

would be expected to increase the rate of improvement in

CR performance as trials progressed during acquisition;
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~ decrease in CS intensity should have just the opposite

e~~ect. It should be noted that an increased rate o~ improve

ment in CR per~ormance would mean that the group shi~ted

~rom low to high CS intensity would gradually approach the

level o~ per~ormance o~ the group trained throughout at

high CS intensity, but that a decreased rate would not lead

to the opposite situat1.on, i.e., the group shi~ted from

high to low CS intensity would not be expected to ~all to

the level o~ per~ormance o~ the group trained entirely at

the low CS intensity; instead, their per~ormance would

continue to improve, but at a reduced rate. Whichever the

case, it is most important to note that i~ CS intensity

affects the associative process, the e~~ect would be mani

fested by a gradual change with continued training and not

by any sudden changes. This statement of course neglects any

other shift effects, some of which would be expected to

produce both gradual and sudden post-shift changes in CR

performance. Accurate interpretation of results would thus

be strongly dependent upon the proper assessment of these

other shift effects.

In summary, shi~ting CS intensity in a factorial pro

cedure might be expected to produce the following effects:

(1) a stimulus generalization decrement, which would cause

a performance decrement in groups shi~ted upward or downward;

(2) a contrast e~~ect, which would cause a relatively large

transient performance increment in a group shi~ted upward

and a smaller transient performance decrement in a group
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shifted downward; (3) a CSUR effect, which would cause a

long lasting performance increment for a group shifted

upward and a corresponding decrement for a group shifted

downward, both with respect to pre-shift performance; (4) an

OR effect, which would cause a transient performance incre

ment (or decrement, depending upon the CR) in groups shifted

upward or downward; (5) a nonassociative effect exclusive of

other shift effects, which would cause a group shifted

upward to shift its performance level immediately to that

of a group trained entirely at a high level and a group

shifted downward to shift its performance level in the

opposite manner; and (6) an associative effect, which

would cause performance to increase at a higher rate over

trials in a group shifted upward and performance to increase

at a lower rate over trials in a group shifted downward.

All six of these effects might conceivably be combined so

that accurate interpretation of results would depend on

·being able to account for such effects.

Critique of Previous Experimental Attempts

Gray (1965), in his review of the literature pertinent

to CS intensity effects, has provided an excellent critique

of many of the experiments pertinent to the present problem.

At least some of the criticisms he suggests, as well as cer

tain others which will be suggested, are highly plausable

ratio~ales both for accounting for the negative results of

previous experimental attempts at separating associative and

nonassociative effects of CS intensity and for discounting
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the results of those attempts which have purported satisfac

torily to provide an answer to the problem.

It is interesting to note that the previous CS intensity

studies which have attempted to separate associative from

nonassociative effects by a factorial design have all em

ployed extinction measures. Other studies employing

factorial designs and investigating other variables have

commonly shifted the variable during acquisition. For

example, the Hillman, Hunter, & Kimble (1953) study oC

motivation in rats shifted level of motivation during

acquisition, and the Zeaman (1949) study of rats in a

straight-alley shifted amount of r~inforcement during

acquisition. Since it is generally recognized that the

correlation between extinction measures and acquisition

measures is far from perfect (Kimble, 1961; p.lll), it seems

conceivable that factorial studies attempting to separate

associative from nonassociative effects might differ in

their conclusions depending upon whether they employ acqui

sition measures or extinction measures. In strong support

of the plausibility of this notion are the results oC two

studies (Johnsgard, 1957; Heyman, 1957) which report better

pArformance during extinction for ~s trained at a ~ CS

intensity.

Even assuming that extinction measures may accurately

reflect associative or nonassociative effects during acqui

sition, it is not difficult to see how factorial techniques

employing extinction measures could have failed to demonstrate
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any CS intensity effect on the associative processes when

in fact there was such an effect. Assume for the sake of

discussion that CS intensity affects both associative and

nonassociative processes.

In such studies as Grant & Schneider's (1948 & 1949)

it is well known that conditioned eyelid and GSR responses

extinguish extremely rapidly as compared with many CRs

established in animals. Consider the case where two groups

trained at different CS intensities are extinguished at the

high CS intensity: the extinction curves fall precipitously

and allow only a few trials at the beginning of extinction

in which differences between the groups may develop. Since

the CS intensity effect observed during the acquisition of

a GSR or eyelid CR is relatively small to begin with (com

pared with US or motivation effects), the differences on

the first few extinction trials are likely to be small also.

If it is further assumed that shifting from a low CS intensity

in training to a high CS intensity in extinction (as would

be done for the group trained at the low CS intensity)

would produce an exaggeration of the CS intensity effect

such as Grice & Hunter (1964) have demonstrated, and if it

is also noted that the high CS intensity group does not

experience such an exaggeration effect (since CS intensity

is not shifted for them), then it may be seen that in the

first few extinction trials the level of performance of

the shifted group would tend to approach that of the non

shifted group regardless of--and in opposition to--any
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associative e~~ect. Considering that these ~irst ~ew extinc

tion trials are the very trials which are most important to

the.statistical analysis (since shortly a~terwards the level

o~ per~ormance ~alls so low that little di~~erentiation is

possible), and also considering the variability o~ eyelid

and GSR data, it is quite conceivable that analysis might

show no statistically signi~icant di~~erence between the

extinction curves o~ the two groups. A similar argument may

be made ~or the case o~ groups tested at the low OS intensity.

It does appear, th~n, that there is good reason to avoid

the use o~ extinction measures when attempting empirically

to separate associative from nonassociative e~~ects.

A serious shortcoming to be encountered in some o~ the

earlier ~actorial studies, especially those whicb reported

neither associative nor nonassociative e~~ects, is to be

~ound in the range o~ stimulus intensities explored. While

conducting pilot studies for the purpose o~ determing

workable intensity values ~or both the OS and the US, the

writer ~ound it necessary to explore a wide range o~ values

in order to obtain a reliable OS intensity ef~ect. There

seemed to be a relatively limited range o~ OS intensities,

for any given US intensity, over which a reliable OS inten

sity e~~ect could be obtained. Either above or below this

range it was ~ound to be di~ficult to obtain a sizable

difference in performance between groups trained at di~ferent

intensities. Further complicating the matter, it was

found that altering US intensity seemed to shi~t the range
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of CS intensities within which a reliable CS intensity effect

could be obtained. It is the writer's opinion that it would

be extremely fortuitous to obtain a strong and reliable CS

intensity effect without having made extensive explorations

with various CS and US intensities. In support of the

writer's observations is the study of Kamin & Brimer (1963)

which, even within the range of only three CS and US inten

ity values, demonstrates that the·~ifferences in performance

found between pairs of CS intensities is strongly dependent

upon the range of the CS and US intensities involved. Most

of the earlier factorial st~dies of·CS intensity do not

report having explored a wide range of CS and US inten

sities. Especially after looking at those studies reporting

negative results, one might certainly wonder if such

exploratory work was undertaken.

The earlier discussion of shift effects in factorial

studies of CS intensity serves to emphasize a final difCi

culty to be encountered with previous studies. Among those

reporting on factorial studies of CS intensitY,Champion (1962)

appears to be the only writer indicating awareness of the

difficulties to be encountered with shift effects. He goes

so far as to conclude that no allowances can be made for them

until further studies have been performed to assess their

effects.

No other experimenters seem to have made any attempts

to assess the importance of shift effects and their experi

ments must certainly have sufCered from whatever such
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effects there are that have gone unaccounted for.

The Use of Fish as Subjects

Since the 2s employed in this study are not commonly

used in psychological studies, it seems appropriate to

discuss their usage briefly.

There has been a recent revival of interest in the

purely comparative aspects of learning: a revival given

impetus chiefly through the work of M.E. Bitterman (e.g.,

Bitterman, 1965). Bitterman has demonstrated that the

learning ability of members of different phyla differs not

only quantitatively, but qualitatively as well. For example,

the study of probability learning (Bitterman, 1965) has

demonstrated that there are two main modes of solving this

particular learning problem and that members of certain

phyla predominantly employ one of the two modes. Some

animals attempt to "match" by choosing each alternative

approximately the same percentage of time that each is rein

forced, while other animals tend to "maximize" by choosing

only the most frequently reinforced alternative. If members

of different phyla differ in their mechanisms for handling

c~~t~in learning situations, it is not inconceivable that

CS intensity might influence members of different phyla in

different ways (e.g., affect associative processes in some

and nonassociative processes in others). It is, then, of

interest to look at the effect of CS intensity in animals

other than those which have usually been employed. It would

be of interest to follow up this study with a series of
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analagolls investigations of animals representing other phyla

in order to make inter-phyletic comparisons.

The use of fish as subjects for conditioning experiments

is justified by the ample evidence that fish can indeed be

classically conditioned (e.g .• Bull. 1957; Bitterman, 1964).

That fish may be conditioned to respond to light stimuli

(the CS used in the present study), and also that fish may

be trained to differentiate different light intensities

(the main variable manipulated in the present study) is

demonstrated in the study of learning in goldfish by

F. T. Perkins (1931). That a classically conditioned res

piratory inhibition (the CR employed in the present study)

may be elaborated in goldfish is demonstrated in the study

of Otis, Cerf, & Thomas (1957).

Conclusion

It is evident that the question of whether CS intensity

exerts an effect on associative. nonassociative, or both

processes has not been satisfactorily answered. A number

of experimental attempts have been made to answer this ques

tion. but the results of these attempts have not been

satisfactory. There remains a need for yet another experi

mental attempt. and. more specifically. for one which (a)

employs an acquisition measure instead of an extinction

measure in a factorial design and (b) makes an attempt to

assess and account for the CS intensity shift effects which

are inherent in a factorial design. The purpose of the

present study is to attempt to satisfy this need.



CHAPTER II

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
-

The problem to be investigated, in its most general

form, is that of whether CS intensity in classical condi-

tioning exerts its effect on associative processes, on

nonassociative processes, or on both. This problem was

attacked by employing a factorial design. Initially,

two major groups of fish were trained at different levels

of CS intensity (high and low). Then, still during train-

ing, each of these two major groups was divided in half to

form subgroups, thus making a total of four subgroups.

One subgroup from each major group was shifted to the OS in.

tensity used in the training of the opposite major group,

and the other subgroup continued training at its original

OS intensity. In addition, four analagous non-reinforced

groups, one corresponding in OS intensity conditions to

each of the reinforced groups, were used in order to control

for pseudoconditioning and also to assess certain of the CS
•
intensity shift effects. Each of the non-reinforced groups

corresponding to the reinforced shifted groups were shifted

to the alternate CS intensity at the same point in training

as the corresponding reinforced group.

The results of this factorial procedure were inter-

preted in terms of the previously suggested (Chap. I)

criterion for distinguishing between associative and non-

associative effects. This allowed the particular problem

which is the subject of this study to be stated in the more
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specific form which follows:

Did the shifted groups exhibit, immediately following

the shift in CS intensity, (a) a sudden and permanent shift

in level of performance which could be demonstr.ated to be

independent of all other shift effects, and/or (b) a gradual

change in level of performance over trials which could be

demonstrated to be independent of all other shift effects?

If the answer was found to be alternative (a), this would be

interpreted to mean that CS intensity had a direct effect on

nonassociative processes exclusive of shift effects; alter-,

native (b) would mean that CS intensity had a direct effect

on associat~ve processes.



CHAPTER III

DESCRIPTION OF SUBJECTS

The data analyzed in this study were obtained from a

total of 127 common carp (Cyprinus carpio) having a mean

standard length of 80 Mm. (ranging from 70 to 98 mm.). The

maximum difference in mean standard length for each experi

mental group was 5 Mm. The Ss were obtained from local

dealers who reported having raised them from eggs. Unfor

tunately it was not possible to obtain all 2s from one

dealer, since no one dealer was able to supply the quantity

desired, and consequently the ~s were of different ages.

According to one dealer, who supplied all but forty ~s,

all fish obtained from him were of the same age (had been

raised from the same batch of eggs) and were approximately

twelve months old. The other dealer stated that the forty

fish supplied by him were approximately six months old,

although the lengths of the fish were similar to those of

the other dealer. The fish from each dealer were divided

equally among the different experimental groups.

Prior to testing, ~s were housed in seven- and ten

gallon aquariums, 15 Ss to each aquarium, and the aquariums- . .
were cleaned and refilled daily with 78 0 F. tap water into

which a handfull of rock salt was added as a preventative

of disease. The Ss were maintained on unlimited single

daily feedings of liver pellets given in the evenings after

all ~s had been tested.

Since Ss were to be used on only one session, they
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were not marked, but simply transferred to a marked tank

after testing. The ~s were selected from an aquarium more

or less at random, depending on which 5s were the first to

be caught in the experimenter's net.

The original design for this study called for eight

groups of twenty ~s each, or a total of 160 ~s. Due to

unforeseen difficulties in obtaining ~s, the undesirability

of using ~s varying too widely in age and size, and the

imposition of certain criteria for discarding ~s (to be

described later), the final number of 5s was reduced to a

total of 76 in four experimental groups and 51 in four

control groups, or an overall total of 127 ~s.



CHAPTER IV

DESCRIPTION OF THE APPARATUS

During training, fish were restrained in a clear-plastic

device which held the fish nearly immobile within a 27 X 19

cm. rectangular, clear-plastic tank (the "testing tank")

which was filled to a depth of 4 cm. with 78 0 F. tap-water.

The narrow ends of the testing tank were completely lined

with aluminum foil which served as electrodes for a purpose

to be described later. The restraining device almost

entirely immobilized the fish, except for allowing the gill

covers to move freely in order that respiration might not

be impaired. The testing tank was placed within a completely

closed .51 X 28 X 28 cm. wooden box (the "test chamber"),

the inside of which had been given one coat of flat white

paint (see Fig. 1). The test chamber was in turn located

within a sound-insulated air-conditioned room adjoining the

room containing control and recording equipment. Room

temperature was maintained at approximately 78 0 F.

The restraining device (see Fig. 2) was a tube-like

structure (the dimensions of which were adjustable to the

size of the fish) inside which the fish was placed. Addi

tional restraint was effected by lightly packing cotton .

between the fish and the inner walls of the tube. In this

restraining device, it was observed that the fish exhibited

practically no struggling throughout the testing period.

Located on either side of the space between the

separate front and rear halves of the restraining device
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Fig. 1. Diagram of testing chamber and tank.
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Fig. 2. Restraining device and transducer.
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were stainless-steel shock electrodes which delivered the US

shock to the mid-section of the fish. The source of the shock

was a Grass Model S4G Stimulator and Model SIu-4B Stimulus

Isolation Unit. With a milliammeter in series with one of

the US electrodes, water in the testing tank 4 em. deep, and

no fish in the restraining device, the US current level was

found to be seven milliamperes.

The interior of the test chamber was dimly illuminated

at all times by a house-light located at the upper rear of

the chamber and of such a nature that the front portion of

the chamber was diffusely illuminated and free of sharp

illumination gradients. The level of illumination at a

point on the front wall directly in front of the fish (the

point at which all other illumination measures to be

reported here were taken) was 0.02 Ft. candles. This

measure was obtained by placing a photometer probe against

the wall directly in front of the fish and facing the rear

of the chamber, thus measuring incident light (the photo

meter used was a Densichron-lO Photometer., calibrated with

a standard light source). The light sources providing

the change in general level of illumination which was to be

the CS, were located in close proximity to the house-light.

Since there were to be two CS intensities, two CS light

sources of different intensity were provided. The low

i~tensity CS was generated by turning on the loW intensity

light source at the same time the house-light was on, thus

producing an increase in general level of illumination; the
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high intensity CS was generated similarly. The illumination

measured when the house-light and the low intensity CS light

was on was O.OJ Ft. candles; when the house-light and the

high CS light was on, 0.19 Ft. candles. The difference in

illumination between the high and low intensity CS was 0.16

Ft. candles, or 0.79 log units.

Respiratory activity (more properly, opercular activity),

the suppression of which was the CR, was monitored by a device

consisting of a crystal phonograph cartridge (Astatic, Model

12-U) with a 12 em. wire probe clamped in place of the phono

graph needle. The end of the wire probe rested against the

fish's operculum, the opercular movements were transmitted

to the crystal, the crystal transduced these movements into

electrical signals, and these signals were amplified and

recorded on a Grass Model 7 Polygraph. Grass Model 7PS-A

Wide Band A.C. EEG Preamplifiers (adjusted to pass as low

a frequency range as possible) were used to amplify the

slgna1s initially and final amplification was performed by

the polygraph pen-driver amplifiers (low-pass filters

adjusted to attenuate 15 Hz. signals fifty percent). An

additional channel of the polygraph was used to record the

output of a Sanborn Model 350-3700 Integrating Preamplifier

(operating in the "area" mode), the input of which was

taken from the polygraph driver amplifier containing the

amplified output of the crystal transducer. In this manner,

a record of integrated activity was obtained such that a

quantitative measure of the total opercular activity within
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any period of time could be read from the integrator channel

of the polygraph recording.

In addition to the integrated and original records of

opercular movements, an additional channel of the polygraph

was utilized to record CS- and US-onset so that recordings

of these events could be obtained simultaneously with

recordings of opercular activity.

Pilot studies by the writer had indicated that a major

difficulty to be encountered in respiratory conditioning of

carp was related to the observation that many, but not all,

of the fish slowly began to exhibit an extremely irregular

pattern of opercular movements after they were restrained

for ten to fifteen minutes. Such a finding was confirmed

by similar observations of irregular respiration reported

in the study of Otis, Cerf & Thomas (1957). Observations

of fish swimming freely in their home aquarium suggested that

such an irregular pattern was not unusual even in an unre

strained state. Since the measure of conditioning was to

be directly related to opercular activity, such irregularity

would have resulted in considerable variability in the

measure of conditioning and even, in-some fish whose oper

cular activity was extremely irregular, in complete unusa

bility.

Another pilot study by the writer had indicated that

placing carp within a weak direct-current electric field

(approximately 0.10 ma./cm. 2 ) resulted in the regularization

of previously irregular opercular activity if the fish's
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head was toward the anode, and that the rate of opercular

movements might be varied to some degree by varying the

intensity of the electric field. The results of this pilot

study suggested a solution to the problem of irregular

opercular activity: if fish could be conditioned within an

electric field of a strength just sufficient to maintain

regular opercular activity, the measures of conditioning

obtained might be considerably less variable and far fewer

fish might have to be discarded due to extremely irregular

opercular activity. The advantages of such a procedure

might then be twofold: greater precision might be obtained

by reducing the variability in scores, and generality of

results might be increased by being able to use more fish.

An additional pilot study demonstrated that it was

indeed possible to condition carp in an electric field and,

furthermore, that conditioning would take place even when

the strength of' the field was sufficient to immobilize a

free-swimming fish. On the basis of these pilot studies,

it was decided to condition fish in an electric field of a

strength just sufficient to maintain regular opercular

activity. Further pilot studies had demonstrated that

opercular activity could be adequately regulated by a

lower intensity electric field than was usually required if

a relatively brief initial period of high intensity current

was administered. Since it was deemed desirable to condition

~s in as weak a field as was necessary for good regulation,

the electric field was initiated at the relatively high
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intensity of 0.20 ma./cm. 2 and finally, eight minutes later,

reduced to an intensity of 0.07 ma./cm. 2 for the remainder

of the session (the shift in field intensity occurred before

any trials were administered). At this final low level of

field intensity, it was found that regular opercular acti

vity could be maintained only if the ~s were initially

exposed to the high field intensity. It is recognized that

the use of this uncommon procedure might be thought to

restrict the generality of the obtained results to fish

trained in an electric fie1dj however, this does not prevent

one from drawing valid conclusions within the boundary con

ditions imposed by the study's own control procedures.

Since the intensity of the field was to be held constant

for all fish in all groups, the presence of the field could

not be said systematically to influence certain groups.

For the purpose of inducing the electric field, the front

and rear ends of the testing tank were lined with aluminum

foil. The electrodes thus formed were connected to a

variable direct-current power supply, the output of which

was continually monitored.

All events associated with the administration of

conditioning trials and polygraph recording (e.g., CS and

US onset and offset, CS-US interval, intertrial interval,

and recorder stopping and starting) were programmed to occur

automatically with the aid of standard Grason-Stadler relay

programming equipment. With this introduction of automatic

control and removal of direct experimenter control it was
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thought that there would be a gain in objectivity: the fish

could not be influenced by features of the experimenter's

behavior. The task of data collection also became consider

ably less arduous and more efficient. A further improvement

in efficiency was obtained by a five-fold duplication of the

apparatus just described, thus allowing five ~s to be tested

in one session. The seven-channel polygraph allowed the

recording of five 2s' opercular activity simultaneously, as

well as CS and US events and integrated output. The pro

gramming equipment was set up such that trials alternated

among the five 2s and only one ~ received a trial at anyone

time, thus, allowing the integrator to sequentially switch

between ~s in order to integrate the output of each S on

each trial.



CHAPTER V

PROCEDURE

Conditioning was carried out within a classical delayed

conditioning paradigm: CS-US interval was four seconds; mean

intertrialinterval was four minutes (an equal number of

three, four, and five minute intervals on a random schedule);

and all trials were administered in one session. The CS was

an increase in level of illumination and was presented at

one of two levels of intensity (high CS and low CS). The

US was a fifty-millisecond-duration, rectangular-wave,

direct-current, seven-milliampere electric shock. The

offset of the CS and US were simultaneous.

Eight groups of fish were tested: Group HH received a

total of ten trials at high CS; Group LL received a total of

ten trials at low CS; Group HL received the first five trials

at high CS and the last five trials at low CS; Group LH

received the first five trials at low CS and the last five

trials at high OS; and Groups RHC, HLC, LHC, and LLC were

exposed to the CS just as were Groups HH, HL, LH, and LL,

respectively. Groups HR, LL, HL, and LH were reinforced

groups which all had the CS paired with the US in the

temporal arrangement previously indicated. Groups HHC, LLC,

HLC, and LHC were non-reinforced pseudoconditioning control

groups which were all exposed to the CS and US without the

two being paired: the CS and US were of the sa~e duration

as in the reinforced groups, but were presented in a random

order, with the restriction that contiguities of less than
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ninety seconds were not allowed. The use of the random

presentation procedure is given some justification by the

Harris (1941) study of finger-withdrawal in which it was

found that, of a number of non-reinforcement procedures, the

random presentation procedure yielded the smallest number of

pseudoconditioned responses on the first few trials of extinc

tion.

Immediately preceding the ten conditioning or pseudo

conditioning trials, a series of three US-only trials

followed by ten CS-only trials were administered at thirty

second (mean) intertrial intervals. On the US-only trials,

the US was administered at the same intensity and duration

as in the later conditioning trials. On the CS-only trials,

five ess of each intensity (high and low) were administered

in a random order which was the same for all sessions (H H

L H L L H L LH); the duration of the CS was the same as in

the conditioning trials. The purpose of the US-only trials

was to sensitize the fish to shock and to give them experi

ence with shock before the conditioning trials. The eS-only

trials were mainly for the purpose of habituating any origi

nal response to the es (ORCS) and both es intensities were

presented since some groups of !s were to experience both

es intensities during training (the shifted groups).

Summary of Procedure

When a testing session was to begin, a batch of five

fish were removed by net from an aquarium of unused fish.

The fish removed were simply the first ones that could be
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caught. The 5s were placed in a small tank for transporting

them to the preparation area and then removed one at a time

as each was prepared for testing. The description to follow

is for one ~ only, although a total of five ~s were actually

prepared for each training session. A testing tank was

partially filled with water and a fish placed in the tank.

In order to get the fish into the restraining device with a

minimum of difficulty and injury, the fish was immediately

\ immobilized by a 20 mao (approximately 0.38 ma./cm. 2 ) direct

current passed through the tank between the aluminum foil

electrodes and in such a polarity that the fish's head was

toward the anode. (This procedure resulted in an immediate

immobilization of the fish and a state which closely resembled

anesthetization, i.e., the fish became unresponsive to

mechanical stimulation, motor activity ceased, equilibrium

was lost, muscles felt soft and not rigid, but respiratory

activity continued. As soon as the current was interrupted,

recovery was apparently immediate: the fish would immediately

revive and begin to swim about the tank with no apparent

aftereffect. Only after repeated immobilizations with

intense currents would a fish appear sluggish after being

revived). In this immobilized state, the fish was fitted

into the restraining device and lightly packed in with cotton.

The crystal transducer was positioned such ~~at the probe

rested against the fiSh's operculum at a point which would

yield maximum operCUlar displacement. The water level in

the tank was adjusted to 4 cm. in depth; the immobilizing
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current source disconnected; the tank was carried into the

room housing the testing chambers and placed within a cham

ber; and appropriate leads were connected to the tank

electrodes, US electrodes, and crystal transducer. Lines

were drawn on the floor of each testing chamber to facili

tate similar positioning of testing tanks from session to

.. session. Lines were also drawn on the bottom of each testing

tank in order to position the restraining device within the

tank. After all the testing chambers were filled, the

house-light and electric field (initially at high intensity)

were turned on and, before closing the doors of each chamber,

the water in the testing tanks was stirred vigorously to

better insure equal aereation between all tanks (the time

between filling the first testing chamber and the last was

usually about thirty minutes). Artificial aereation was

not provided in the testing tanks, but since the water level

in each tank was such that the water barely covered the

fish's operculi, the water surface was agitated by the fish's

respiratory activity, thus promoting oxygen exchange at the

water's surface. (That this procedure did prOVide the fish

with adequate oxygen is indicated by the observation that

fish allowed to remain in this situation for an entire day

exhibited no signs of anoxia at the end of the period.)

A ten minute adjustment period was then allowed before any

trials were administered: this was to allow the fish to

adapt to the level of illumination inside the testing

chambers and generally to adjust to the overall situation
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(fish were completely naive to the conditions of this experi

ment prior to the testing session). During the ten minute

adjustment period the recording and programming apparatus

were adjusted and the electric field in the testing tanks

was reduced to its final level after eight minutes. Pro

gramming equipment was finally activated and the series of

three US-only trials, ten CS-on1y trials, and ten condition

ing or pseudoconditioning trials was initiated. Throughout

the session the sensitivity of the polygraph amp1iCiers

was adjusted so that the recorded amplitude of each Cish's

respiratory cycles were all approximately equal. IC at any

time during the session the amplitude of any recording changed

markedly, sensitivity was readjusted to compensate Cor the

change. At the end of the session, the fish were removed

Crom the testing chamber, immobilized in order to remove

them Crom restraint, and measured for standard length. The

testing tank and the restraining device were both rinsed

thoroughly with tap-water beCore using them again. Testing

sessions were performed only between 8 A.M. and 5 P.M. and

experimental groups were alternated throughout the testing

sessions.



CHAPTER VI

RESULTS

The Measure of Performance

Since electrical output of a crystal transducer, e.g.,

the crystal phonograph cartridge employed in this study,

is proportional to the instantaneous rate of change in

pressure applied to it, the output of the transducer used

here was proportional to the instantaneous velocity of the

probe which rested against the fish's operculum and. thus, to

the instantaneous velocity of the operculum. For the par-

ticular polarity of the electrical connections to the

transducer, positive signals represented velocities associ-

ated with distal movements of the operculum and negative

signals represented velocities associated with proximal

movements. The resulting electrical velocity analog was

further processed in an electronic integrator. the output

of which was proportional to the definite integral of the

input with respect to time. Since the integral of velocity

with respect to time is distance, the output of the integra-

tor was proportional to the total distance the operculum

moved over any given period of time. A half-wave rectifier

feature of the integrator resulted in the integration of

positive signals only, thus limiting the output to oper-

cular movements in one direction. If it can be as~umed

that distal displacement of the operculum was equal to

proximal displacement (as it must have been unless the
I

operculum stopped at some intermediate point in its excursion).
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then no information was lost through rectification. Inte

gration of both the positive and negative signals would

only double the output over a unit of time.

Since only the relative magnitudes of opercular acti

vity were needed, i.e., the amount of activity during the

CS-US interval relative to the activity preceeding the CS,

it was not necessary to calibrate the apparatus so that it

would be possible to read absolute magnitude of opercular

displacement from the final record. The integrated record

of opercular activity thus represented a measure of rela

tive opercular activity. or more specifically, a measure of

relative total opercular displacement per unit time. Since

this was only a relative measure, the units employed were

simply millimeters of recording-pen deflection measured

from the integrator channel of the polygraph record.

Procedure for Reading Polygraph Records

Performance measures were obtained from the integrator

channel of the polygraph record by reading the total amount

of pen deflection occurring in the time intervals to be

measured. For each conditioning trial, measures were taken

for two intervals: the four-second interval during which

the CS was on (the post-CS measure), and the eight-second

interval immediately preceding CS-onset (the pre-CS measure).

For each US-only trial measures were taken for two intervals:

the four-second int~rval which followed one second after

US onset (the post-US measure). and the four-second interval

which immediately preceded US-onset (the pre-US measure).
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For the last two CS-only trials with high-intensity CS,

measures were taken for two intervals: the four-second
I

interval during which the CS was on (the post-CS measure),

and the four-second interval immediately preceding CS-onset

(the pre-CS measure).

When, as occasionally happened, a fish struggled in

the restraining device, such gross body movements caused

spurious signals to be generated by the transducer. Such

signals seriously obscured the record of opercular activity.

Struggling generally caused the polygraph record to appear

distinctly different from the regular, periodic record

generated by ordinary opercular activity. Since it was

not desirable to include struggling activity in the measure

of opercular activity, sections of the record which were

obscured by struggling were excluded. In order to provide

a more objective basis for excluding portions of the record,

only those sections were excluded which contained activity

having twice the amplitude and/or frequency of the regular

portions of the record immediately preceding. This criterion

for detecting struggling or non-opercular activity was based

on pilot studies during which fish were observed while

recording proceeded. Intervals during which the fish

struggled were noted on the record and were found to be

characterized by high amplitude, high frequency activity.

A second occasion calling for exclusion of part of

the record occurred as a result of occasional integrator

malfunctions which were manifested as temporarily flat
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portions of the integrator record when the unintegrated

record continued to exhibit normal opercular activity.

Such stoppages were thought to be due to some mechanical

disorder in the integrator, but the source of the mal

function was never fully determined.

If a minimum two-second section of the interval being

measured remained after portions of the record were excluded

for one of the above reasons, the remaining interval was

measured and a ratio adjustment was made on the measure

in order to make it equivalent to measures taken on complete

intervals (e.g., a measure taken over only one-half of an

interval would have been doubled). Occasionally an entire

interval had to be excluded, thus making the entire trial

unmeasurable. In such instances estimates of the measures

for the unmeasurable trial were obtained by interpolating

between measures taken on surrounding trials; these estimates

were recorded in place of actual measurements. Of a total

of 2,540 measures taken on conditioning trials, 4.4% were

either interpolated or ratio adjusted measures.

The entire records of some ~s were discarded (1) if

experimenter errors in procedure occurred; (2) if apparatus

malfunctioned; (J) if a ~ became loose or twisted in the

restraining device (such a situation could be detected by

the appearance of the ~ when removed from the apparatus or

by a cessation of activity in the recording); (4) if three

or more trials were unreadable; (5) if a ~ failed to habi

tuate to the CS during the CS-only trials (failure to
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habituate was defined as a mean post-CS to pre-CS measure

ratio on the last two high-CS CS-only trials of 75% or

less); and (6) if a ~ exhibited periods of spontaneous

opercular activity cessation during intertrial periods

(apparently these were the few ~s which failed to respond

to the electric field which ordinarily served to regulate

opercular activity). For one or more of the reasons just

stated, the records of 28 Ss, out of a total of 155 2s

tested, (i.e., 18%) were discarded.

Data Analyses

The first task of analysis was the reduction of the

two measures associated with each trial (pre- and post-CS

measures) to a single measure of performance. One possi

bility would have been to use only the post-CS measure.

Since the CR was manifested as a suppression of opercular

activity, the post-OS measure would be expected to reflect

conditioning by a gradual decrement over trials. Such a

measure would not, however, take into consideration the

existence of between- and within-2s differences in inter

trial level of responding (pre-OS measures). The pre-

and post-OS measures could also vary widely simply as a

function of polygraph amplifier sensitivity settings. It

thus became necessary to provide some kind of adjustment of

the post-CS measures for the effect of pre-OS level. Two

alternatives presented themselves: (a) a simple ratio of

post- to pre-CS measures, and (b) a covariance adjustment

of post-OS measures for the effect of pre-CS measures. The
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ratio adjustment was to be preferred over a difference score

since the absolute magnitude of the measures was dependent

upon the sensitivity setting of the polygraph amplifiers:

ratios would be independent of such sensitivity settings,

but differences would not. The covariance adjustment has

the. advantage that it does not assume a perfect correlation

between pre- and post-CS measures, as does the use of ratios,

but takes into account the actual correlations. Accordingly,

the covariance adjustment technique was chosen and analysis

was undertaken.

A serious difficulty encountered with the covariance

technique, if it was to be within the framework of an

analysis of covariance, was the logical violation of the

assumption of homogeneity of regression inherent in this type

of analysis. On the first conditioning trial, where no

conditioning had occurred, one would expect the pre- and

post-CS measures to be identical except for measurement

error. This means that the correlation between the two

measures would be nearly perfect and that the regression

coefficient would approach 0.5 (since the pre-CS measure

was derived from an interval twice as long as that of the

post-CS measure). As conditioning progressed, one would

expect the post-CS measure finally to become zero (since,

under optimal condi tions , .. many 2,s actually reached the point

where the CR caused complete suppression of opercular

activity) and the correlation between the two measures,

as well as the regression coefficient, would approach zero.
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Thus, regression coefficients might be expected to range from

0.50 and 0.00 over trials and the assumption of homogeneity

of regression inherent in the analysis of covariance would be

severely violated. Similarly, regression would not be homo

geneous between groups if there were differences in extent of

conditioning between groups. It was, therefore, decided that

the use of the analysis of covariance was not appropriate~

Instead, resort was made ~o the procedure of adjusting post

CS scores for the regression effects of pre-CS scores and

then performing an analysis of variance on these adjusted

scores. This required the computation of separate regression

coefficients for each group of Ss on each trial followed by

the adjustment of each post-CS score for the regression

effect of the associated pre-CS score to yield a covariance

adjusted post-CS score (CS' score).

As expected, the regression coefficients for each

group on the first conditioning trial closely approximated

0.5; however, on the last trials of the group trained at

high CS intensity, i.e., trials on which many ~s' post-CS

score had reached an aSYmptotic value near zero, the lowest

regression coefficient was 0~J4. In other words, regression

was not actually as heterogeneous as expected.

In order to obtain an estimate of the nature of the

frequency distribution of cst scores (and thereby provide

some assurance of the appropriateness of the use of analysis

of variance techniques), a distribution was made of the

scores of all groups combined on the first conditioning

trial, i.e., a trial on which no conditioning had occurred.
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The resulting distribution did not appear to represent a

serious departure from normality, and, considering the

robustness of the analysis of variance with respect to

violations of the assumption of normality (Box, 1954),

certainly not a departure sufficiently serious to vitiate

the use of analysis of variance techniques.

As indicated in Chapter I, control group (unpaired CS

and US groups) effects were removed from experimental group

(paired CS and US groups) scores by a subtraction procedure.

Using the same procedure as was used with the experimental

groups, cst scores were obtained for the control groups and

mean cst scores were obtained for each trial within each

group. A constant value of 20 was added to each experimental

group score (in order to eliminate negative numbers follow

ing the subsequent subtraction) and mean control group cst

scores appropriate to the particular trial and group were

subtrac~ed to yield new scores adjusted for control group

effects (CS" scores). These CS" scores were then treated

as measures of performance on which all subsequent statis

tical analyses were based. An analysis of the control

group scores themselves will be discussed later.

Since the results on only the last five trials (post

shift trials) were of major concern in answering the main

problem of this study, all major analys~s were performed

on post-shift trials only. However, in order to check on

the assumption that members of a pair of subgroups within

a major group were in fact equal on their performance (an
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assumption inherent in the factorial design) an analysis

of variance of CS" scores on the first five trials was

undertaken. The results of this 2 X 2 X 5 (Pre-shift CS

Intensity X Post-shift CS Intensity X Trials) unweighted

means analysis of variance with repeated measures is shown

in Table I.

The main effect of A and the A X C interaction are both

significant and indicate a highly reliable CS intensity

effect. That the main effect of B and the B X C interac

tion are not significant indicates that there is no overall

difference between members of subgroup pairs trained at the

same CS intensity. However, the significant triple inter

action, and a plot of the means (see Fig. J), suggests that

the subgroups trained at a low CS intensity did not perform

at equal levels. A breakdown of the analysis of variance

summarized in Table I indicates that the two subgroups

trained at low CS intensity were performing at significantly

different levels (B X C interaction for Groups LL and LH only:

F • J.26, !<.Ol).

Since the existence of a performance inequality between

members of subgroups trained under the same CS intensity

conditions makes interpretation of post-shift performance

extremely difficult, it was decided to check the finding of

such an inequality by re-analyzing the data in terms of

ratio scores (CS* scores). The CS* scores were obtained by

computing the ratio of the post-CS measure to the pre-CS

measure on each trial. Just as CS" scores were obtained,



Table I

Unweighted-means Analysis of Variance of

CS" Scores on First Five Trials Only

Source SS df MS F P

Between 5245.66 75

Pre-shift CS (A) 2701.89 1 2701.89 77.79 < .001

Post-shift CS (B) 7.77 1 7.77

A X B 35.25 1 35.25 1.01 > .25

Error 2500.75 72 34.73

Within 6374.01 304

Trials (C) 2716.29 4 679.07 88.42 ( .001

A X C 1325.50 4 331.37 43.14 <.001

B X C 34.30 4 8.57 1.11 ) .25

A X B X C 85.71 4 21.42 2.78 < .05

Error 2212.21 288 7.68

Total 11619.67 379
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Cs** scores were obtained by adding a constant value of

0.5 to the experimental group scores and then subtracting

the mean control group CS* scores appropriate to the par

ticular trial and group. A plot of the resulting C5**

scores and an analysis of variance analagous to that

described for the CS" scores closely paralleled the findings

based on CS" scores. It was, therefore, concluded that

there was an actual difference in the pre-shift performance

of the two low C5 intensity subgroups even though the sub

groups should have been equated as a result of the procedure

of random assignment of ~s to groups.

Here seemed to be a case where random ~ assignment had

not yielded sufficiently well equated groups. Except for

the C5 intensity variable, all groups were tested under

conditions as nearly identical as possible: groups were

equated for time of testing and changing conditions of his

tory by alternating groups over test sessions; any possible

instrument decay was distributed equally among the groups by

the procedure of alternating groups over test sessions;

groups were equated on the number of ~s tested in a parti

cular test chamber; groups were equated for ~ age by

distributing ~s obtained from different dealers equally

among the different groups; and finally, groups were found

to be closely equated on mean 5 length. It must be assumed,....
then, that any obtained differences between groups trained

under the same CS intensity conditions were due to unequal

distributions of individual differences between groups
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oocurring as a result of the vagaries of ~ sampling.

Assuming that there was a pre-shift difference between

members of pairs of subgroups trained under the same condi

tions, one can not be certain which group's mean soores

represent the best estimate of the population parameters

desired. The function of Groups LL and HH was to provide

estimates of the level of performance to be expected from

populations of fish trained entirely at· low or high CS

intensities. Such estimates were needed in order properly

to evaluate the post-shift performance of the shifted

groups. Since Groups LL and LH differed on their perfor

mance during the pre-shift trials, the mean scores of neither

of these groups could be taken as a best estimate of perfor

mance under low CS conditions (since there was no basis

for determining which set of scores to use). A better

estimate, one based on the largest available sample of ~s

treated under homogeneous conditions, could be obtained by

combining scores of both subgroups trained at the same pre

shift CS intensity and subsequently obtaining mean scores

based on this larger sample. Having thus obtained an

improved estimate of the population pre-shift performance

parameter, a statistical adjustment could then be made on

the performance scores of all ~s to bring them each to the

same pre-shift level as the population parameter estimate.

Put in other terms, homogeneously treated subgroups could

be statistically matched on their pre-shift performance.

Such a statistical matching procedure was carried out on



both major groups in the following manner:

Additive adjustments on the scores of individual ~s

were made in order to equate all ~s in a pair of homo

geneously treated subgroups on their mean performance

scores for the last two pre-shift trials (mean pre-shift

score). Mean pre-shift scores were obtained for each

major group and also for each~. Each of the scores for

each ~ were then given equal additive adjustments derived

from the algebraic difference between that ~IS me~~ pre

shift score and the overall mean pre-shift score of the

major group to which the ~ belonged. In this manner, all

~s in a major group were equated for pre-shift performance.

This adjustment procedure for individual differences was

performed on both CS" and CS** scores to yield OS"I and

CS*** scores.

Since learning curves can not generally be represented

by simple linear functions, it could be argued that an

additive adjustment was not entirely appropriate. A more

appropriate adjustment should add variable amounts to the

scores of each trial, taking into consideration the number

of trials preceding, according to a mathematical function

describing the course of learning. Since no such function

is known, or at least agreed upon, one mus~ be satisfied

with a reasonable estimate. It is suggested that, since

the required adjustments are relatively small with respect

to differences between experimental groups, an additive

adjustment will not be greatly in error. If the results of
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subsequent statistical analyses are not of a borderline

nature, then it would seem safe to drawn conclusions on the

basis of such analyses. Probably the strongest argument for

the appropriateness of the various manipulations of the data

to be reported here is that the final conclusions eventually

to be drawn from all the different types of analyses are the

same. Such a situation strongly suggests that the conclu
~

sions are independent of the particular type of analysis and,

therefore, are most likely to be valid conclusions.

Using both C5 f1'and C5*** scores, i.e., performance

scores adjusted for control group effects and individual

differences, parallel statistical analyses were performed

on the data of the post-shift trials for the purpose of

answering the questions posed in Chapter II. Two 2 X 2 X 5

(Pre-shift C5 Intensity X Post-shift C5 Intensity X Trials)

unweighted-means analyses of variance with repeated measures

were performed, one each on C5"'and C5*** scores. Tables

II and III summarize these analyses. Mean performance

scores, in terms of both C5 f1 'and C5*** scores, are plotted

in Figures 4 and 5.

A comparison of the results of the different analyses

reveals that they are quite similar in terms of ! ratios

and probabilities. The analysis in terms of C5",scores

results in ! ratios generally higher than those in terms of

C5*** scores, although the triple interaction in terms of

C5*** scores is of borderline significance and probably

does not represent a reliable effect. Assuming the hypothesis



Table II

Unweighted-means Analysis of Variance of

CS" r Scores on Post-shift Trials

Source SS d.f MS F P- - - -
Between 11110.469 75

Pre-shift CS (A) 36.58.270 1 3658.270 47.444 < .001

Post-shift CS (B) 1567.814 1 1567.814 20.333 < .001

A X B 332.710 1 332.710 4.314 <.0.5

Error 5551.675 72 77.106

Within 4.509.256 304

Trials (C) .500.246 4 125.061 10.405 <.01

A X C 380.629 4 95.157 7.917 < .01

B X C .51.804 4 12.9.51 1.077 ).10

A X B X C 114.861 4 28.71.5 2.389 ) .0.5

Error 3461.716 288 12.019

TotaL 14.571.72.5 379
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Table III

Unweighted-means Analysis oC Variance oC

Cs*** Scores on Post-shiCt Trials

Source SS df MS F P-
Between 3.3853 75

Pre-shi:ft OS (A) 1.0800 1 1.0800 38.571 <.001

Post-shiCt CS (B) .2842 1 .2842 10.150 <.01

A X B .0001 1 .0001

Error 2.0210 72 .0280

Within 3.3559 304

Trials (C) .1895 4 .0473 4.637 < .01

A X c .0569 4 .0142 1.392 >.10

B X c .0190 4 .0047

A X B X C .1325 4 .0331 3.245 < .0,5

Error 2.9580 288 .0102

Total 6.7412 379
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that there were no other shift effects except an immediate

and complete shift in performance following the shift in CS

intensity, one would have expected a highly significant main

effect of Post-shift CS intensity (B), but no significant

main effect of Pre-shift CS intensity (A). Obviously the

results are not consistent with such a hypothesis. The

complete interpretation of the obtained results will be

deferred to the next chapter.

A breakdown of the analysis of variance of CS***

scores, tested by the Newman-Keuls procedure, yielded the

results summarized in Table IV. Table IV indicates that

there was a reliable difference between the post-shift

performance of all groups (at least at the .05 level of

significance), except for the difference between Groups LH

and LL which closely approached the .05 level.

Stein & Bass (1956) have presented a criticism of the

use of factorial procedures, in separating "learning"

(associative) from "performance" (nonassociative) effects,

their argument being mainly concerned with stimulus general

ization effects resulting from stimulus changes occurring

in shifted groups. Stein & Bass note that users of factorial

procedures have frequently assumed that the symmetry inherent

in the procedure would act to balance out any effects occur

ring as a result of stimulus change in the shifted groups;

however, they further note that such would be the case only

if all shift effects were assumed to be of an additive

nature (additive wi'th respect to the level of performance).



Table IV

Summary of Results of Newman-Keu1s Procedure for

Testing Comparisons Between all Ordered

Pairs of Post-shift Group Means.

Groups

61

Groups

LL

LH

HL

LL LH

**

HL

**
*

HH

**
**
*

** = differences significant at the .01 level

* = differences significant at the .Os level
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Since generalization effects are more likely to be of a

multiplicative nature (i.e., since there is an interaction

between amount of generalization decrement and level of

performance) they would not be balanced in a factorial design.

This difficulty may be overcome, according to Stein &: Bass,

by resorting to a logarithmic transformation of the data

prior to statistical analysis. Such a transformation would

have the effect of converting multiplicative effects to

additive effects and thereby rectifying the difficulty.

Stein &: Bass recommend the procedure of analyzing factorial

data both in terms of original scores and in terms of log

transformed scores. It should be pointed out, however, that

Stein &: Bass failed to consider such other shift effects

as were discussed in Chapter I and that some of these

effects would not be balanced by the factorial procedure

whether they were of an additive or a multiplicative nature.

Nevertheless, and mostly in the interest of curiosity, an

analysis of the log-transformed CS*** data was performed.

The results of this analysis are graphically presented in

Fig. 6 and summarized in Table V.

A comparison between Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 reveals that

the logarithmic transformation made very little difference.;

Stein &: Bass suggest that there may be cases where an

analysis of untransformed data would show a "learning"

effect, but where such an apparent effect would disappear

when the data were subjected to a log-transformation, i.e.,

the transformation might remove interactive effects which

I •.
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Table V

Unweighted-means Analysis of Variance of

Log-transformed CS*** Scores on Post-shift Trials

Source 55 df M5 F P- - -
Between 1.3360 75

Pre-shift CS (A) .4225 1 .4225 38.063 <.001

Post-shift CS (B) .1099 1 .1099 9.901 <.01

A X a .0019 1 .0019

Error .8017 72 .0111

Within 1.5028 304

Trials (C) .0872 4 .0218 4.739 <.01

A X C .0265 4 .0066 1.435 >.10

ax c .0056 4 .0014

A X a x C .0570 4 .0142 3.087 <.05

Error 1.3265 388 .0046

Total 2.8388 379
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might be erroneously interpreted as "learning" effects.

Clearly no such case is evident here, since the transfor-

mation made little difference in the final results. That a

logarithmic transformation of the data made little difference
,

in the results is an important finding in itself: here is

another indication of the independence of the results with

respect to type of analysis.

As a final check on the validity of the results obtained

from the analyses in terms of CS III and CS* ** scores, an

entirely different approach was taken to the problem of

dealing with unequal subgroups within major groups. The

point of making the addi tive adjus tments which yielded CS III

and OS*** scores was finally to obtain matched subgroups

within each major group. The additive adjustment was at

best only an estimate and one may well wonder what the

learning curves would have looked like had there been no

need for such adjustment. Such a situation might conceivably

have been obtained in the first place if some sort of actual

matchiag procedure (instead of matching through random

assignment) had been employed. The pre-shift performance

of all 2s might have been measured before proceeding with

post-shift trials so that Ss within each major group might

be paired according to their pre-shift performance. Then

one 2 from each matched pair might have been randomly

assigned to one of the post-shift conditions so that sub-

groups within major groups would be matched on pre-shift

performance. Such a procedure was not possible, however,
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since it was not feasible to read a ~rs record in the short

time between pre- and post-shift trials. An alternative

procedure might be to first obtain a large pool of ~s

tested under all conditions and then to select pairs of ~s

which were matched on pre-shift performance within each

major group. This was the procedure used on this final method

of analysis: a smaller sample of matched groups was drawn

from the original pool of ~s and statistical tests were made

on the new sample thus obtained.

The same mean pre-shift scores as had been computed

for previous analyses were used as a basis for matching

~s. Since the distributions of these mean pre-shift scores

were found to contain a number of extreme values, and since

the total number of scores in each distribution was rela

tively small, it was decided that the mean would be strongly

influenced by the extreme values and that a more represen

tative measure of central tendency would be the median.

Consequently the median value of the last two pre-shift

trials combined was obtained for each major group. These

median values represented the best estimates (estimates

based on the largest available unrestricted samples) of

pre-shift performance for Ss trained under high and low CS

intensity conditions. Pairs of ~s within each major group,

one ~ from each subgroup, were selected such that their

pre-shift performance was matched as closely as possible.

Selection of matched pairs was further limited by the

restriction that the matched groups made up of pairs of
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matched ~s were required to have the same median pre-shift

score as the original best-estimate of pre-shift performance

and that the resulting distributions of scores within each

subgroup were required to have the same number of scores in

the first and fourth quartiles and in the second and third

quartiles, i.e., the distributions for all groups were

matched.

As a result of the preceding procedurp, the estimates

of population parameters for pre-shift performance were not

altered with respect to estimates based on the largest

available unrestricted sample of scores. Considering that

the post-shift estimates were in addition based on the scores

of groups whose post-shift performance had not been con

founded by pre-shift inequalities, it is suggested that

post-shift performance estimates based on the smaller samples

of matched groups are more valid than the original estimates

based on the unrestricted, but unequal, groups.

One might argue that extracting a smaller sample with

more restraints imposed upon ~ selection would limit the

range of generalizability of the results, but it might also

be argued that the matching procedure has not in fact

altered the pre-shift performance parameter estimates based

on the largest unrestricted samples available and, hence, is

of greatest generality. For example, as a result of the

matching procedure the pre-shift performance of the smaller

matched group (Group LL ' ) more closely resembles that of the

largest available homogeneously treated sample (original
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Groups LL and LH combined) than does the pre-shift perfor-

mance of either original Groups LL or LH. Since the matched

groups, therefore, reflect performance estimates based on

the largest available unrestricted sample, it might be argued

that the matched groups yield results of greater generality

than the original groups left in their unequal condition.

It should also be noted that original data which were not

directly included in the analysis of matched groups were not

in essence discarded, since scores of ~s not included in the
r

final analysis, i.e., scores which were influential in

determining the median pre-shift scores, had played a role

in determing which Ss were to be included in the matched

groups.

The preceding matching procedure was carried out on

Cs** scores (performance scores ratio(adjusted for pre-CS

measures and additively adjusted for control group effects).

To further vary the type of analysis employed and thus test

the invariance of conclusions with respect to type of data

analysis, nonparametric statistical analyses were performed

on the data of the matched groups. In order to test dif-

ferences between post-shift groups, CS** scores for each

~ were summed over all post-shift trials to yield a single

post-shift performance score for each~. (To test the dif

ference between matched subgroups trained at the same pre-

shift CS intensity, Wilcoxin Matched-Pairs, Signed-Ranks

Tests were employed. Since the direction of the differences·

between groups could be predicted, one-tailed tests were
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employed. These tests indicated that differences between

Groups HH and HL and between Groups LH and LL were reliable

(T ,.. 6, N ,.. 11, P < .01; T ,.. 1, N = 8, P < .01; respectively).- - - - - -
Since all other comparisons between pairs of groups involved

independent groups (groups not matched), Mann-Whitney Q

tests were employed. The results of these tests, indicated

that there were reliable differences between Groups HH-LL,

HH-LH, and HL-LL, but not between Groups HL-LH (£ c 4, 17,

17, 40; ! < .001, < .025, < .02.5, > .05; respectively). The

results of the matching procedure are illustrated in Fig. 7

which shows median scores for each group on each trial.

A comparison between Fig • .5 and Fig. 7 indicates no

glaring differences between the two widely differing methods

of analysis. The general relationships among the curves in

the two methods of analyses vary little if at all. Compar

ison of the results of the different statistical analyses,

whether parametric or nonparametric, also fail to demonstrate

much of a difference. The only differences between the re

sults of these types of analyses involve cases of borderline

significance (e.g., the difference between Groups HL and LH),

cases which on the basis of all the analyses must finally be

judged to be of no more than borderline significance. In

view of the independence of results from type of analysis

chosen, it seems reasonable to conclude that the general

relationships between groups (e.g., the generally higher

level of post-shift performance of Group HL as compared to

that of Group LL) is validly reflected by anyone of the
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analyses performed. For reasons already presented, the

writer's preference is for the matched groups analysis,

the results of which are depicted in Fig. 7.

Since neither Figs. J, 4, nor 7 suggest much of an

increase in performance over the t~rst five trials in

Group LL, a separate test was performed to determine whether

Group LL did in fact perform at a higher level than the

corresponding unpaired control Group (Group LLC). For

Groups LL and LLC, CS* scores were summed over the first

five trials to yield a single measure of pre-shift perfor

mance for each~. A Mann-Whitney £ test revealed that

Groups LL and LLC differed reliably on these measures

(U • 76; N a 20, 14; P < .05) and median values revealed- - -
that Group LL performed at a higher level than Group LLC.

Since the only difference in treatment between these two

groups was the pairing of CS and US, there is, thus,

evidence for a reliable conditioning effect in Group LL

during the first five trials.

It is of interest separately to analyze the scores of

the control groups in order to determine if there is any

evidence for the shift effects which were hypothesized in

Chapter I. Mean control group scores have been plotted in

terms of CS' scores in Fig. 8 and in terms of CS* scores in

Fig. 9. To facilitate inspection, the scores of the shifted

groups have been plotted separately from those of the unshif

ted groups. A 2 X 2 X 2 (Pre-shift CS Intensity X Post-shift

CS Intensity X Blocks of Five Trials Each) unweighted-means
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analysis of variance with repeated measures was made on

the CS* scores. The means resulting from this analysis

are plotted in Fig. 10 and the analysis is summarized in

Table VI.

A comparison between Groups HHC and LLC in a breakdown

of the analysis of variance indicates a significant differ

ence (! = .5.16; df = 1, 47; f <.0.5), thus indicating a

reliable CS intensity effect in the control groups. The

significant A X C and B X C interactions indicate a reliable

shift effect. If the effect of shifting CS intensity had

been simply to switch the performance levels of the shifted

groups to coincide with those of- the~ unshifted groups under

the same post-shift CS intensity conditions, one would ex

pect approximately equal main effects of A and B. However,

the analysis indicates that there was a signi~~ant B effect

but no significant A effect. This indicates that the

exaggeration of CS intensity effect apparent in the post

shift performance of the shifted groups (see Fig. 10) is a

reliable effect. Such exaggeration, i.e., the larger differ

ence between Groups HLC ~nd LHC than that between Groups LLC

and HHC on the post-shift trials, would account for the

main effect of B being greater than the main effect of A.

Figure 10 suggests the conclusion that there is no evidence

for a general increase in level of performance over trials,

i.e., no psuedoconditioning effect, and the failure of the

main effect of C to reach significance supports such a

conclusion.
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Table VI

Unweighted-means Analysis of Variance of Control

Group CS* Scores on Pre- and Post-shift Trials

Source SS df !§. F P- - - -
Between 2.6084 .50

Pre-shift CS (A) .0127 1 .0127

Post-shift CS (A) •.3047 1 • .3047 6.2.57 (.0.5

A X B .0000 1 .0000

Error 2.2910 47 .0487

Within 1.8864 .51

Blocks (C) .0127 1 .0127

A X C .2920 1 .2920 9 • .542 <.01

B X C .1270 1 .1270 4.1.50 <.0.5

A X B X C .0127 1 .0127

Error 1.4420 47 .0.306

Total 4.4948 101
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The origina1 design for this experiment specified a

covariance adjustment for magnitude of the UR to the US

shock as measured on the first three US-on1y tria1s. The

UR on these tria1s was found to be a suppression of oper

cu1ar activity. A ratio of the post-US measure to the pre

US measure was computed and the mean of such ratios Cor the

three US-on1y tria1s was computed to yie1d measures of UR

magnitude (UR* scores). A pre1iminary scatter-p1ot of UR*

scores versus mean pre-shiCt CS* scores suggested that a

covariance adjustment Cor UR* scores might not reduce the

variance in CS* scores enough to warrant the computationa1

1abor inv01ved. Corre1ating UR* scores with mean pre-shift

CS* scores Cor each major group did in Cact yie1d corre1a

tions too 10w to be statistica11y signiCicant (Cor Groups

HH and HL, £ = -.256, f > .05; Cor Groups LL and LH, £ •

+.218, f > .05). It was decided not to use the UR* scores

as a covariate.

For Group LL, URCS* scores were computed by obtaining

the ratio oC post-CS measures, summed over a11 high-CS

CS-on1y tria1s, to pre-CS measures summed over the same

trials. It was Cound that there was no statistically signi

Cicant corre1ation between these URCS* scores and mean

pre-shiCt CS* scores (£ • +.293, P > .05).

As a check on whether time of testing was an important

variable, a 2 X 4 (Pre-shift CS Intensity X Time of Day)

unweighted-means analysis of variance was perCormed on the

mean pre-shift CS* scores oC the two major groups. Testing
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times were grouped into four categories (Time of Day) rep

resenting early morning (8-10 A.M.), late morning (10-12 A.M.),

early afternoon (1-) P.M.), and late afternoon ()-5 P.M.).

The results of this analysis indicated no reliable effect

of time of testing (! < l)i but a highly reliable CS inten

sity effect (! = 66.67; ~ • 1, 68; f < .001). It was con

cluded that time of testing was not an important variable.

As a check on whether the particular testing chamber

used was an important variable, a 2 X 5 (Pre-shift CS

Intensity X Chamber Number) unweighted-means analysis of

variance was performed on the mean pre-shift CS* scores of

the two major groups. The results of this analysis indicated

that there was no reliable effect of testing chamber (! < 1),

but a highly reliable CS intensity effect (! • 65.61; ~ •

·1, 66; ~ (.001). It was concluded that the particular

testing chamber used was not an important variable.



CHAPTER VII

DISCUSSION

In Chapter I the importance of being able to assess

and account for shift effects in such a factorial experiment

as this was stressed. It is, therefore, appropriate to begin

the discussion of the results of this study with an account

of shift effects. Following that, interpretations will be

made of the results as they are related to the associative

nonassociative distinction and an attempt will~be made to

provide answers in response to the major problems which are

the subject of this study. Finally, some of the secondary

findings of this study will be briefly discussed.

Shift Effects

The inclusion of the control groups used in this study

was mainly for the purpose of providing a partial assess

ment of shift effects. Some of the shift effects discussed

in Chapter I (e.g., CSUR, OR and contrast effects) would

be expected to occur even in control groups which showed no

evidence of conditioning. If little or no conditioning

effects occurred in control groups, whatever other effects

remained, i.e., shift effects, could be removed from experi

mental group data by subtracting control group scores. Such

was the rational for making adjustments on all scores for

control group effects. Two questions naturally arise:

(a) did the control groups in fact exhibit any of the

hypothesized shift effects, and (b) which of the hypothe

sized shift effects most likely were removed from the
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experimental group data and which l~ere not.

Effects Accounted for by Control Groups

Since there was no evidence for an improvement in per

formance over trials in the unshifted control groups, it is

probable that little or no conditioning occurred in any of

the control groups. One would, therefore, expect the effects

eXhibited by the control groups to be free from any condi

tioning effects and, therefore, to represent unconditioned

responses (URs). One would not expect effects associated

with conditioning (e.g., generalization decrement effects)

to be eXhibited by the control groups. Since there was

a reliable difference between the performance of the two

unshifted groups tested at different CS intensities, and

since the shifted groups exhibited sudden reversals in

level of performance following the shift, there was evidence

for a dynamogenic effect of CS intensity on the UR to the CS,

i.e., a CSUR effect as hypothesized. Greater CS intensities

were found to evoke stronger CSURs. One would expect the

control group adjustment procedure, therefore, to have

removed any CSUR effect from the experimental group data.

Such removal, of course, would not be complete if there were

an interaction between level of conditioning and magnitude

of the CSUR effect, but there is no empirical evidence to

support such a possibility. It will be assumed that removal

of CSUR effects was complete.

The control group data demonstrated no effects such as

might be expected as a result of OR (orienting reflex)
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phenomena. One would expect the OR to manifest itself as

a change in level of performance in the same direction

regardless of the direction of CS intensity shift; hence,

the OR effect would be expected to make the amount of change

in performance greater for one of the shifted groups and

smaller for the other. The control group data show no

reliable evidence for such an effect. If there was an OR

effect of a magnitude too small to be detected, there remains

the possibility that the magnitude of the effect might inter

act with the level of conditioning so that the control group

adjustment of experimental group scores would fail to remove

completely any OR effect. However, since there is no empiri

cal evidence to support such a possibility, it will be

assumed that whatever OR effects as might have gone unde

tected were removed from the experimental group data by

the control group adjustment procedure.

The performance of the control groups strongly suggests

a contrast effect such as was hypothesized. The apparent

exaggeration of the CS intensity effect in the shifted

groups on post-shift trials as compared to pre-shift trials

was found to be a reliable effect. Precisely this sort of

exaggeration would be expected on the basis of the Grice &

Hunter (1964) human eyelid conditioning study. Analagous

effects in rats have been demonstrated as a result of shifts

in amount of reward by both Crespi (1944) and Zeaman (1949).

Zeaman noted the contrast effect and Crespi called the effects

"elation" and "depression". If the contrast effect is the
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result of changes in adaptation level, as Grice & Hunter (1964)

suggest, then one would expect the effect to be of a transi

tory nature. Consequently one would expect the magnitude

of the post-shift exaggeration in as intensity effect to

decrease gradually over trials. The data depicted in Figs.

8 and 9 suggest such an effect, since the post-shift level

of performance of the shifted groups tends to converge as

trials progress. Although the Grice & Hunter data suggest

that the contrast effect is greater for increases than for

decreases in CS intensity, there is no reliable indication

of such an effect in the control group data of the present

study.

Since the Grice & Hunter (1964) data exhibit an increase

in magnitude of the contrast effect as trials progress, an

interaction between magnitude of the contrast effect and

level of performance is suggested. It follows that the

control group adjustment procedure might not remove all of

the contrast effect from the experimental group scores, since

the experimental groups all perform at higher levels than the

control group. It will be assumed, therefore, that the

contrast effects were only partially removed by the control

group adjustment procedure.

Effects Unaccounted for by Control Groups

As has just been pointed out, there is reason to believe

that the control group adjustment did not completely remove

contrast effects from post-shift data of the shifted experi

mental groups. Contrast effects must, then, be considered to
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remain in the final data and must therefore be taken into

account in subsequent interpretations. Since there is

evidence for contrast effects in the control group data, at

least something may be predicted about the direction and

trend of the residual contrast effects in the experimental

group data. On the basis of the control group data, one

would expect the residual contrast effects in the experimen

tal groups to add a temporary decrement in the performance

of Group HL and a temporary increment in the performance

of Group LH. Generalizing from the Grice & Hunter data, -one

might also expect the absolute magnitude of the Group LH

increment to be less than that of the Group HL.-

Since there was no evidence for conditioning in the

control groups, one would expect no generalization decrement

in control group performance consequent to shifting OS inten

sity. Therefore, the control group adjustment procedure

would not remove any generalization effects from the experi

mental group data. Since there is a relatively large body

of empirical data pertaining to the phenomenon of stimulus

generalization, one may predict the nature of the generali

zation effects with a fair degree of confidence. Most

pertinent to this study are the results of a study by

Yarczower & Bitterman (1965) demonstrating the form of the

intensity generalization gradient in goldfish. Since carp

are closely related to goldfish, one would expect the gradient

to be similar for carp. Yarczower & Bitterman's study

indicated that a performance decrement would be expected to
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occur, in addition to any other effects, immediately following

the CS intensity shift for both shifted groups. Guttman &

Kalish (1956), in a study of color generalization using the

conditioned pecking response in pigeons, have demonstrated

that the generalization gradient is steeper for ~s performing

at a hi~h level than it is for ~s performing at a low level.

Generalizing from that study, one would expect to find a

greater generalization decrement following the shift in

Group HL than in Group LH, since Group HL performed at a

higher level than Group LH immediately preceding the shift.

In the interpretations to be made of the finally

adjusted experimental group data, it will be assumed that

both contrast effects and generalization effects remain in

the data and are thus confounded with any possible associ

ative or nonassociative effects of CS intensity. In the

following section the attempt will be made to tease these

effects apart.

Associative versus Nonassociative Effects

As discussed in Chapter I, there are three possible

hypotheses in answer to the question of whether CS inten-

sity in classical conditioning exerts an effect on associative

processes or on nonassociative processes. These are the

hypotheses that CS intensity effects associative processes

only (A-hypothesis), nonassociative processes only (N-hypo

thesis), and both types of processes (AN-hypothesis) ,; The

form of the learning curves to be expected in this experi

ment under each of these hypotheses was discussed in
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Chapter I and is graphically represented in Fig. 11.

Figure 11 shows ~~pected curves freed of all shift effects

except associative or nonassociative effects. Support for

the alternative hypotheses will be derived through compari

sons of the obtained results and the expected results as

indicated in Fig. 11.

It is obvious that the obtained results, as indicated

in Figs. 4 through 7, do not conform to any of the curves

in Fig. 11. It will be argued that the shift effects not

removed from the experimental group data by the control

group adjustment procedure can account for this discre

pancy and that the obtained data are actually consistent

with the A-hypothesis (or possibly with the AN-hypothesis)

but not with the N-hypothesis. Each of these hypotheses

will be discussed separately in the following sections.

Nonassociative

In order to determine whether the obtained results are

consistent with the N-hypothesis, it was necessary to deter

mine whether the obtained curves would conform to the

expected N-curves of Fig. 11 if residual shift effects

were taken into consideration. It will be assumed that the

control group adjustment procedure has removed all but the

contrast and generalization effects (residual shift effects).

In the absence of residual shift effects, one would expect

the post-shift HL curve to coincide with the LL curve since

a pure nonassociative dynamogenic effect should cause a

sudden and complete shift in performance following a shift
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in CS intensity. The effect of a generaliza~ion decrement

would be to reduce performance even further following the

shift and, thus, to make the HL curve even lower than the

LL curve. The effect of contrast would likewise be to reduce

performance, thus, providing a second effect tending to

cause the HL curve to be even lower than the LL curve.

Figures 4 through 7 all show the post-shift performance of..........
Group HL to be higher than that of Group LL and all the

different statistical analyses performed show this to be a

reliable effect. In none of the analyses is there even a

single point of coincidence or overlap between the post

shift HL and LL curves. It may also be pointed out that the

expected effects of a CSUR or OR interaction with level of

performance would not be consistent with the obtained data.

In order to account for the data, the magnitude of these

effects would have to increase as trials progressed, instead

of remaining constant or decreasing as would be expected of

~em. It may be concluded, therefore, that the performance

of Group HL is not consistent with the hypothesis that CS

intensity affects only nonassociative ~~o~esses, exclusive

of shift effects.

The performance curves of Group LH can not be so

unequivocally interpreted. Assuming the N-hypothesis to be

true, a very large generalization decrement might produce

the low level of immediate post-shift performance exhibited

in the LH curve. Succeeding trials might then continue to

raise the level of performance so as to produce the increase
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over trials apparent in the LH curve. Contrast effects,

however, would tend to offset the generalization decrement,

thus requiring the generalization decrement to be quite large

in order to account for the obtained LH curve. Considering

the performance level-generalization interaction already

discussed, one would furthermore expect an even greater

generalization decrement to occur in Group HL, since this

group was initially at a higher level of performance. Group

HL, however, does not demonstrate such an effect.

It must be concluded that the obtained data do not

support the hypothesis that CS intensity affects only

nonassociative processes. It follows that one of the alter

native hypotheses, either the A-hypothesis or the AN-hypo

thesis, must be selected to account for the obtained results.

Associative

Since CS intensity must have an effect on one or the

other of associative or nonassociative processes, and since

it is possible to reject the hypothesis that the effect is

entirely on nonassociative processes, it f~llows that there

must be an effect of CS inte.nsity on associative processes,

although at this point in the discussion it does not follow 

that the effect is exclusively on associative processes.

lbe following discussion will show that the obtained data

are consistent with the hypothesis that CS intensity has an

effect on associative processes.

If CS intensity exerts an effect on associative

processes, one would expect a change in CS intensity to be
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associated with a change in the rate of acquisition of a CR.

Since acquisition of the CR in this study is reflected by

an increase in level of performance as trials progress, an

increase in the rate of acquisition would be reflected as

an increase in the slope of the learning curves. Since high

CS intensity was found to be associated with learning curves

exhibiting greater slopes (e.g., the HH curve exhibits a

greater slope than the LL curve), one would expect an increase

in CS intensity to be followed by an increase in slope. The

post-Shift LH curve conforms to such an expectation. In

the post-shift LH curve, generalization decrement ef£ects

and contrast effects would occur in opposite directions, thus

tending to cancel each other; hence, depending on the rela

tive magnitudes of the generalization and contrast effects,

one might not expect the obtained LH curve to deviate greatly

from the expected LH curve in Fig. 11.

For the HL curves, two different results are conceiv

able under the A-hypothesis. The first possibility is that

a reduction in CS intensity might lead only to'a reduction

in the magnitude (and not the sign) of the slope of the

curve reflecting the course of acquisition. Such a reduc

tion in slope would mean that the curve would continue to

rise, but at a reduced rate. The second possibility is that

a reduction in CS intensity might lead to a change in both

the sign ~ the magnitude of the slope of the acquisition

curve. Such a possibility would be reflected by a gradually

decreasing curve. This second possibility is not consistent
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with the Hullian notion that habit-strength does not dissi

pate, but an example in demonstration of the plausability of

such a possibility is Carlton's (1954) study of bar-pressing

in rats as a function of delay of reward (a variable which

is thought to affect the associative process). Carlton

presents performance curves which reflect a gradual decrease

in post-shift performance following a shift from a short

delay to a long delay. The data obtained in the present

study for Group HL are not consistent with this second

possibility, since the HL curves obtained in all the analyses

tend to approach the HH curve and not the LL curve as trials

progress. The obtained HL curves are, however, consistent

with the first possibility, if residual generalization and

contrast effects are considered. The contrast effect would

be expected to produce a temporary performance decrement

immediately following the shift, and the generalization

effect would add to the performance decrement. Since the

contrast effect would be expected to dissipate as trials

progressed and the generalization effect to be overcome by

additional training, the final HL curve under the A-hypothesis

would be expected to dip markedly immediately following

the shift point and then gradually to return to the level

of the HH curve. The obtained HL curves are all quite

consistent with these expectations. The only possible

exception to this is the HL curve shown in Fig. 4 which

appears to reach a maximum and then decline. The overall

trend of this curve is upward, however, and is thus consistent
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wi th the A-h)·pothesis.

It is concluded that the obtained data are consistent

with the hypothesis that CS intensity affects the associa

tive process, but do not necessarily support the hypothesis

that CS intensity affects the associative process only.

Associative plus Nonassociative

It has been concluded that CS intensity does not affect

nonassociative processes exclusively, but it has not been

concluded that there is no nonassociative effect at all.

Since it has been concluded, by implication from the con

clusion that CS intensity does not affect nonassociative

processes exclus~vely, that CS intensity does affect the

associative process, the question now is whether there is

evidence for any effect of CS intensity on nonassociative

processes, exclusive of shift effects. It has already been

concluded that CS intens~~y exerts a dynamogenic effect on

the CSUR, but the question of whether CS intensity exerts a

similar effect during conditioning, in addition to the CSUR

effect, has not been discussed.

The obtained data for both the HL and the LH curves may

be conceived to be consistent with the AN-hypothesis if

certain residual shift effects are hypothesized. Unfor

tunately, by making certain changes in the magnitudes of

the hypothesized residual shift effects, the AN-hypothesis

might also be rejected in favor of the A-hypothesis, thus

making the results inconclusive with respect to the distinc

tion between the A-hypothesis and the AN-hypothesis. The
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following discussion will consider how the obtained curves

might be consistent with the AN-hypothesis.

If there was a nonassociative effect of CS intensity

which was relatively small as compared to the associative

effect, the expected curves of Fig. ll-A would change as

follows: the HL curve would be displaced downward slightly

and the LH curve would be displaced upward correspondingly.

If generalization and contrast effects were add~ to the

picture, the resulting cur~~s might closely approximate the

obtained HL and LH curves as shown in Figs. 4 through 7.

In order not to find a sizable post-shift change in perfor-

mance immediately following the shift, as is the case in

the obtained LH curves, the combined nonassociative and

contrast effects would have to be equal in magnitude to the

generalization effect in order approximately to cancel each
\

other. If Fig. 7 is an accurate representation, any non-

associative effect must be quite small, since the curve

fully regains the level of performance of the HH curve, i.e.,

fully recovers from the shift to a lower OS intensity. A

second indication that whatever nonassociative effect there

might be must be quite small is that the HL curve is at

least as high as the LH curve. With a pure nonassociative

effect, one would expect the HL curve to be lower than the

LH curve. With an increase in the relative importance of

an associative effect, and a consequent decrease in the

importance of a nonassociative effect, one would expect

the difference between the HL and LH curves to decrease.
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In the obtained results, the difference between the HL and

LH curves is of borderline significance, depending upon the

particular analysis, but of a small magnitude in any case.

Therefore, the associative effect must be relatively large.

The. data obtained in this study do not permit a conclu

sive statement concerning the existence of a CS intensity

effect on nonassociative processes exclusive of shift

effects, but they do provide evidence that if there are

nonassociative effects they must be quite small as compared

to associative effects. It is not possible to reject the

AN-hypothesis, but neither is there much evidence in support

of such a hypothesis.

Conclusions

It will be noted that the conclusions stated in the

preceding discussion were all independent of the specific

type of data analysis. Whether covariance adjusted scores

or simple ratio adjusted scores were used, or whether para

metric statistics or nonparametric statistics were used,

the conclusions were all the same. For example, all of the

analyses indicate that the post-shift performance of Group

HL is on all trials superior to that of Group LL. To sum

marize the conclusions stated in the preceding discussion,

and to provide an answer to the major problems of this study,

it is concluded that CS intensity in the classical condi

tioning of Cyprinus carpio exerts a reliable effect on

associative processes. No conclusive answer can be provided

in response to the question of whether CS intensity ex~rts
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an effect on nonassociative processes exclusive of shift

effects. If there was a CS intensity effect on nonassociative

processes exclusive· of shift effects, the data obtained from

this study provide evidence that the effect must have been

small in comparison with the CS intensity effect on associa

tive processes.

The finding that CS intensity affects associative

processes is of course an unexpected one, if one's expecta

tions are based on the results of previous studies relating

to this problem. None of the studies discussed in Chapter I

even suggest such an effect, although it is interesting to

note that Hull (1951) originally postulated CS intensity as

a variable directly affecting habit strength, i.e., associa

tive processes. In light of the results of this study,

perhaps Hull should have retained this postulate. Of course,

in order adequately to incorporate CS intensity as a variable

affecting habit strength in a theoretical system such as

Hull's, one would need to investigate a wide range of CS

intensities in order to be able to give a more complete state

ment of the relationship between intensity and associative

processes.

To suggest that the results of this study do not agree

with the results of similar studies using human ~s would

be to make an extremely broad genera1ization--from fish to

humans--a1though the Thorndikian notion that principles

governing learning in different animals are all the same

would argue in favor of such generalization. As a result
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of some of the recent experimental interest in detecting

phyletic differences in learning (e.g., Bitterman, 1965),

however, there is justification for being more cautious in

making generalizations across members of different phyla.--It might, for example, turn out that CS intensity exerts a

direct effect on associative processes in lower animals,

but operates in quite a different manner in higher animals,

e.g., through the attention-getting value of intensity.

Only further research designed to compare members of dif-

ferent phyla can determine whether the CS intensity effect

found in this study is limited to fish or is more general

in nature.

Secondary Findings

In addition to the major findings with respect to the

associative-nonassociative distinction, a number of other

observations were made. Although all of these were not

based on formal investigations and were not supported by

appropriate statistical analyses, they seem worthy of mention

at least for their value in suggesting further research.

Importance of Shift Effects

Since considerable discussion has been devoted in the

first and present chapter to the subject of shift effects,

it may be well to attempt to determine whether the final

data actually justify such emphasis. It is contended that

the data do indeed justify the emphasis placed on shift

effects. Figure 12 demonstrates the form the learning curves

would have taken if the control group adjustment procedure
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had not been employed. The same data following adjustment

for control group effects have~dy been shown in Fig. 7.

A comparison of these two figures shows that the control

group adjustment substantially reduced the magnitude of the

post-shift performance decrement evident in Group HL and has

eliminated an apparent post-shift performance increment in

Group LH. Due to the apparently immediate post-shift per-

formance changes evident in Fig. 12, these results would have

been interpreted as being due to a nonassociative effect of

CS intensity. Following the control group adjustment, such

an interpretation is not nearly so tenable. Since certain

shift effects are evident even in control groups giving no

evidence of conditioning, it follows that these shift effects

are not conditioning effects and should not be included in an

interpretation of experimental group performance.

The final and strongest argument for stressing the im

portance of shift effects stems from the failure of the

obtained learning curves to conform to expected curves

based on any of the three possible associative-nonassociative

hypotheses. Without a consideration of shift effects, the

results of this study could not be parsimoniously inter

preted.

Electric Field Effects

Since the use of the electric field in. this study was,

to say the least, an unorthodox procedure, and since a number

of interesting effects of the field were observed, a brief

discussion of observations related to the electric field
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will follow. It must be emphasized that no formal investi-

gation of field effects were undertaken and that some of the

observations to be described were based on only four or

five 5s. The observations about to be discussed must, there-

fore, be taken to be of a highly tentative nature.

The first of a series of pilot studies employing carp

of approximately the same size as employed in the present

study suggested that fish within a direct current electric

field of from about 0.05 to 0.20 ma./cm. 2 exhibited a wide

range of general 'activity depending on the orientation of

the fish within the field and the intensity of the field.

The fish's general activity was lowest in an anodic orien-

tation (the fish's head pointing toward the anode) and

highest in a cathodic orientation. Between these two

extremes of orientation there existed a continuum of acti-

vity which ranged all the way from complete narcotic-like

inactivity to violent excitement involving thrashing and

gUlping air at the water surface. The range of this conti-

nuum of activity was found to be dependent upon the field

intensity, higher field intensities being associated with

greater ranges of activity. At the lowest level of activity,

induced by an anodic orientation in a relatively high inten-

sity field, the fish were found to be in a state closely

resembling chemical narcosis. As the field intensity was

increased from zero, with the fish in an anodic orientation,

a well defined point in intensity value was reached at

which the fish would' lose its ability to maintain an upright
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position and consequently ~all over on its side or become

completely inverted. When this happened the ~ish ceased all

visible motor activity except ~or respiratory movements. As

the ~ield intensity was ~urther increased, it was ~ound that

the ~ish became increasingly less sensitive to mechanical

stimulation (i.e., prodding or pinching o~ the tail) and

eventually ~ailed to make any noticeable response even to

injurious stimulation. I~, while still in this electro-

narcotized state, the ~ish was rotated away ~rom the anodic

orientation, it was ~ound that motor activity would increase,

posture would return to normal, and, i~ rotation were con-

tinued on into a cathodic orientation, violent activity

~ould ensue. By placing ~ish at various orientations with

respect to the electrodes and then increasing the ~ield

intensity from the zero level, it was possible to measure

the field intensity required either to narcotize the fish

in the anodic orientation or to elicit a dorsal fin erection

which was found immediately to precede violent activity in

the cathodic orientation. In this manner measures re~lecting_. ~

the fish's sensitivity to the field were obtained and plot-

ted as a ~unction o~ orientation to the field. It was

found that the fish were maximally sensitive to the field

at either the extreme anodic or cathodic orientations (i.e.,

reacted to relatively small currents) and minimally sensi-

tive at an orientation at right angles to the field.

Becker, Bachman & Friedman (1962) have studied the

naturally existing D. C. potentials on the body surfaces
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of various animals (e.g., salamanders and humans) in relation

to narcosis and anesthesia, and have demonstrated a definite

correlation. They have noted that changes in D. C. poten

tials occur in association with chemical narcosis, chemical

anesthesia, traumatic injury, and natural sleep. Becker

~ ~ state that a D. C. potential difference between the

frontal and occipital regions of the human head normally

exists and that the frontal region is normally negative with

respect to the occiput. However, in sleep or anesthesia,

the potential difference gradually diminishes and finally

reverses in polarity so that the frontal region becomes

positive. It is further noted that in the case of electro

narcosis in humans, the polarity of the inducing electrodes

is such that the potential field generated tends to reverse

the naturally existing field and causes the frontal region

to become positive just as it does in natural sleep. It is

interesting to note that in the case of fish in an electric

field, as just described, they also tend to become narco

tized when in an orientation such that the electric field

tends to make the anterior region of the fish positive.

Becker!.!. !l go on to present their hypothesis that naturally

existing D. C. potentials exert general depressing or

enhancing effects on neural activity. They suggest that

reversals of the naturally existing field are associated

with depressive effects and that augmentations of the field

are associated with enhancement effects on neural function

ing. With these hypotheses they are thus able to provide
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some clarification of the D. C. potential phenomena found to

be associated with sleep and anesthesia. As~.uming the Becker

et ~ hypothesis, one might expect to find some effect of

electrical fields on learning, since learning should be depen

dent on enhancing or depressing effects on neural functioning.

The writerfs pilot studies conditioning fish either in or

not in an electric field suggested that conditioning might

be slightly depressed by the effect of the field at an anodic

orientation. Unfortunately no quantitative data were ob

tained, but the results of these preliminary observations

are sufficiently promising to excite interest in further

research. An interesting question is: if augmenting the

naturally existing D. C. potential fields has a general

enhancing effect on nervous Cunctioning, would such field

augmentation increase rate oC learning?

OC greater immediate interest to this particular study

were the observations that a weak electric'field exerted

a regulating effect on opercular activity. It was observed

that a fish displaying highly irregular opercular activity

could be made to display regular opercular activity if the

fish was placed within a weak electric field in an anodic

orientation. It was also observed that the rate and magni

tude of opercular activity seemed to vary as a direct

function of field intensity, although very strong inten

sities were associated with detrimental effects and eventual

death.

Since the use of the electric field is quite unorthodox,
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one may wonder whether the field had any effect on the results

of this study. The pilot studies just discussed suggested

that training carp within an electric field at an anodic

orientation might slightly depress conditioning. The magni

tude of such depression is indicated by the observation

that approximately three or four more trials were required

to reach complete suppression of opercular activity with

the electric field than without and at an intensity just

sufficient to narcotize the fish (an intensity approxi-

mately three times greater than that used during condition-

ing in the present study). It follows that whatever depressive

field effect may have occurred during conditioning should

have been relatively unimportant, since the field was

relatively weak. A precise answer to the question of how

the electric field affected conditioning can not be given

until it is possible to carry out further studies in which

field intensity is systematically varied and its effects

are quantitatively assessed.

Even if it is assumed that the field had a depressive

effect on conditioning, it is difficult to see how such an

effect could confound the relationships between groups all

trained under the same field conditions. In order for the

relationships found, for example, between the post-shift

HL and LL curves, to be altered sufficiently to vitiate the

conclusion that CS intensity affects associative processes,

one would have to assume an interactive effect between

level of conditioning and the field effect and, furthermore,
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that such an interactive effect would be of sufficient magni

tude to completely reverse the relationships involved. The

likelihood of the existence of such a situation seems quite

remote, but of course this is only a speculation, and addi

tional research would be required to provide conclusive

evidence .

. One might also raise the same sorts of critical ques

tions about !1! the points of procedure and then wonder

whether some sort of interactive effects of the procedure

might exist to confound the results. Any new procedure

such as is used here may be subject to such criticism, ,but

if the procedure offers sufficient other advantages and

produces no obvious confounding effects, it would seem

worthwhile to proceed with its use until such time as it

is demonstrated to be in error. In the strictest sense, the

results of no study can be generalized with complete assur

ance from the particular conditions imposed by the study.

The result of the present study must be viewed in the same

way; the present findings can be justified within their

particular limiting conditions, but can be generalized be

yond these conditions only in a probabilistic manner based

on educated guesses.

Conclusions

Under the conditions of this study, the obtained data

have provided evidence that there is a reliable CS intensity

effect in classical conditioning and that this effect is

mainly on associative processes. This is to say that a
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group of carp trained at a high CS intensity actually

acquired a CR faster than a similar group of carp trained

at a low CS intensity, and that the performance difference

existing between the two groups after having been given the

same amount of practice was not entirely due to effects

independent of practice (i.e., nonassociative effects).

Another way of expressing these findings is to say that

there was evidence that training at a high CS intensity

had a lasting effect which was not entirely abolished when

CS intensity was lowered. Based on the obtained data, it

was not possible to determine whether CS intensity did or

did not have a nonassociative effect exclusive of shift

effects; but the data do provide evidence that if there was

such an effect it must have been quite small as compared to

the associative effect of CS intensity.
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